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Walker elhninated 
Cox, Donnelly face run-off 
By Pam Dey 
Jim Donnelly and Doug Cox will 
face each other Dec. 5 and 6 
in a run-off election for Student 
Body President. 
Cox and his running mate Cheryl 
Brown led in this week's election 
with 43 percent of the vote. 
Donnelly and Bob Coates followed, 
with 28 percent. 
Randy Walker and Patty Hansen 
have been eliminated from the race, 
garnering 26 percent of the votes. 
Of 9,358 eligible voters, 2,389 
cast ballots, showing a 25.5 
percent turnout. Last year about 
30 percent showed. 
Walker said he has no hard 
feelings. "I learned a lot, enjoyed 
it, and met lost of people. I wish 
Cox and Donnelly the best of luck." 
Walker and Hansen plan on 
continuing in student government. 
Both will consider running again 
next year. 
Walker said he will endorse one 
of. the candidates but refrained 
from doing so yet. 
Hansen supports Cox and Brown. 
"I feel a co-ed team is a great 
advantage and experience is great 
criteria for such a high position. 
They've got the experience," she 
said. 
Although Coates has only been 
in Student Caucus for a few weeks, 
he said, "I'm learning all the time 
and should I get elected I'll have 
a semester under my belt. I have 
a pretty good idea of what's going 
on right now." 
Coates said, "Th~ vote should 
not be determined solely on the 
basis of the vice president. If you 
like Jim Donnelly and trust him, 
you should trust his choice of 
A scaffold set up behind T-Hall shoots skyward to a precarious running mate." 
platform; Snow guards and the slate roof are being repaired. 
<Dave LaBianca photo) 
UNH Bookstore agrees to stock 
'Mel-Pr·actice,' avoids lawsuit 
By Erik Jacobsen 
The UNH Bookstore has agreed 
to carry the book "Mel~Practice 
in New Hampshire," avoiding a 
possible law suit by the book's 
publishers, Intervale Publishing 
Co. of Meredith. 
Bookstore Associate Manager 
John Maier made the decision 
last night after receiving a letter 
from Intervale's lawyer, William 
Chapman, asking the Bookstore 
to reconsider its decision not to 
carry the book. 
In September, Bookstore 
Manager H.obert "Stevenson said 
he decided not to stock D.B. 
Johnson.'s book, "Mel-Practice," 
because it satirizes Gov. 
Meldrim Thomson. 
Johnson's collection of editorial 
cartoons lampoons Thomson, 
Manchester Union Leader 
publisher William Loeb and 
state politics in general. · ' 
Stevenson had said, "I work for 
the Governor and the state. If 
you want to take slaps at the 
Governor, I don't." 
"Neither Mr. Stevenson nor I 
or any college bookstore should 
have the right to decide to stock 
or not to stock a title based on 
personal values related to 
political or social issues," Maier 
said yesterday. 
He said a college bookstore 
should be a symbol of academic 
freedom and a public forum for 
the expression of ideas. 
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Joe Pass passed with flying colors 
Wednesday night as the Granite State 
R~m resounded with virtuoso jazz 
guitar and enthusiastic ovations. See 
page 12 for the review. 
Stevenson's comments prompt-
ed Intervale to have the New 
Hampshire American Civil 
Liberties Union <NHCLU) in-
vestigate on grounds of censor-
ship. 
The NHCLU said there were 
grounds for action and asked 
Chapman to represent the 
publishers and proceed with the 
case. 
Intervale Vice President An-
drew ·Meyer approached the 
Bookstore ·managers several 
times asking if they would carry 
the book. Each time they 
ref used. 
On Monday Chapman sent a 
letter asking the Bookstore 
to reconsider its decision not to 
carry the book and saying 
Stevenson made his decision on 
political grounds which were in 
diroct violation of the First 
Amendment. 
Maier, who buys books for the 
Bookstore, ordered 20 copies of 
"Mel-Practice." The book, he 
said, will be available all year. 
"I was unaware of Stevenson's 
decision not to carry the book in 
September until I read about it in 
The New Hampshire. I 
disagreed with Stevenson's 
BOOKSTQRE, page 5 
"I think for two weeks! publicity, 
25.5 percent is a good turn out," 
said Election Coordinator Alice 
Moore. 
Randy Walker and his running 
mate Patty Hansen called the 
turnout low. "I thought it'd be much 
higher. Candidates did go door 
to door, definitely more so than in 
the past," said Hansen. 
Voter turnout was close to Cox's 
expectations. "I thought it'd be 
anywhere from 25 to 30 percent. 
I'm sure it'll be higher in the 
run-off,'' he said. _ 
Brown said she was disappointed 
with voter turnout. She blamed it 
in part on the fact that people. 
don't always carry their student 
ID card. The cards had to be shown 
in order to vote. She anticipates 
a higher turnout for the run-off. 
Donnelly said he hopes the voter 
turnout in the rtm-off will be much 
greater. "I think it's a poor exctJse 
for students to say, 'I don't know 
who the candidates are' or 'I 
don't have time'," he said. "I 
would hope that students would 
realize that voting changes things 




Moore will be scheduling a 
candidate debate for the election. 
Donnelly plans ''to get to the 
places we didn't go to before." 
"I'm excited about getting this 
far. We've definitely got our work 
cut out for us now," said Coates. 
"I want to ensure that Cheryl 
and I get out to as many places as 
possible and have an organized 
campaign through Dec. 6," said 
Cox. 
Tuesday morning Moore decided 
to install a staggered time schedule 
in the closing and opening of polls. -
Ballot boxes were transferred 
by police. The library poll was 
closed at 3:30 p.m. The Memorial 
Union Building ballot box was 
picked up at 3:40 p.m., and the 
Whittemore School of Business 
and Economics and Kingsbury 
Hall followed. 
"Most of the voting was done in 
these areas anyway. I only heard 
one complaint,'' said Moore. 
The time schedules of the election 
will be printed on flyers. 
~alker said the staggered 
·schedules "aff ect.!Xl all candidates 
ELECTION, page 15 -
Search Committee 
picks five finalists 
By Jennifer Grant 
The Search Committee for Vice 
President for Academic Affairs 
chose five finalists for the posi-
tion early this week. 
Search Committee Chairman 
Herman Gadon said AJlan Spitz, 
UNH acting Vice President for 
Academic Affairs and Dean· of 
Liberal Arts, is a finalist. 
The other four men come from 
other universities. 
Spitz has been accused recently 
of "abuse of power" and "inti-
midating actions" by Associate 
Professor of political science 
David Moore and other faculty 
members. Moore · filed a formal 
grievance against Spitz last 
month. 
·- "The · grievances against Spitz 
did not play any part in the com-
mittee's decision," Gadon said. 
"The committee considers him 
innocent until proven guilty." 
The five candidates will be in-
terviewed by faculty, Student 
Government and administrators 
in closed meetines. 
The Faculty . Caucus elected a 
IO-member committee yesterday 
to hold closed meetings with each 
candidate. The committee will 
give its impressions of the final-
ists to the Search Committee. 
UNH President Eugene Mills 
will have approval of the Search ' 
Committee's final choice. 
~pitz received ~ PhD in politi~ 
cal science from Michigan State 
University in 1964. He has been 
.the Dean of Liberal Arts since 
1971 and has been filling the 
vacant position of Academic 
Affairs Vice President since July 
1978. 
The other finalists include 
Stephen Miller, Gordon Haaland, 
Albert · Johnson, and George 
Byrne. 
Each candidate will visit the 
campus for two and half days 
each starting Sunday when Miller 
will arrive. 
Haaland is scheduled to arrive 
on.I~Jovember 26: Johnson will be 
VP FINALISTS, 15 
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Statues stolen froin NEC 
. Durham Police said they have no suspects for the theft of two 
bronze sculptures stolen from the New England Center on Nov. 2. 
The sculptures, valued at $1,250 a piece, were part of the N.H. 
Art Ass<><;iation Sculpture Exhibit held in the lobby of_th~ Center 
outside the conf er.ence qffice. They were reported m1ssmg by a 
janitor at 2:30 p.m. Nov. 3. 
"The sculptures are of dancers. They are a foot high, c_ast in 
white bronze polished and colored in green," Jafar ShoJa the 
sculotor said. _ 
• Shoja, an Iranian artist, teaches. at Rivi er Col!ege in l'f f!Shl;la. 
"The sculptures could have easily been carried out; said 
Sylvia Bruder, a spokeswoman for the New ~ngland Center. 
A receptionist is on duty in the lounge until 10 p.m. The lounge 
area closes at 12:30 a.m. "Security officers patrol the area when 
no receptionist i.s on duty, " Wood :mid. 
"We have had very few problems with the New England Cen-
ter. It's not like something is stolen there every day," Wood said. 
The New England Center has told its insurance agency about 
the theft. "We have a blankef Insurance coverage. The sculpto,~ 
will be given the money to cover the value of the sculptures, 
Bruder said. · 
Conllnuter meals -extended 
Commuter meal tickets can now be used year-round. 
The Office of Residential Life approved a reccomendation 
from the Dining and Residence Advisory Council to allow holders 
of the 35-meal tickets to use them all year instead of one 
semester at a time. 
Ingeborg Locke, associate· director of Residential Life, said 
her office approved the change to encourage late purchases 
of the meal plan. 
DRAC member Davjd Livermore said a commuter student 
suggested the idea to DRAC, which made the recommendation 
last week. 
The tickets, which cost $85, are available at the Dining Services 
offices in Pettee House on Garrison A venue. 
Science tutors can help 
Students who ha~e problems in math and physical science 
courses can get help from Tau Beta Pi. 
The engineering honor society offers free tutoring sessions 
_eve.r.y Tue~day nig_hllioms.e.¥..enio..ninein.Kingsbur..y...127-.-. -- -
The tutorials are aimed at freshmen and sophomore engin-
. eering students, but anyone may attend. 
Tutors in the program are junior and senior engineering 
majors, and have been helping about 10 students a week. 
. Education Committee Ghairwoman Marcia Muller · said .Tau 
Beta Pi would· like to triple that turnout, but added, " If no one 
comes, we do our homework." 
Gordon gets grant 
Bernard K. Gordan, professor of political science, has been 
awarded a $35,000 two-year_ grant by the Ford Foundation to 
study new ways of avoiding war in Southeast Asia . 
"Southeast Asia, particularly Vietnam, is the flash point where 
the four superpowers--Japan, China, the Soviet Union and the US-
-have overlapping interests which could lead to conflicts," Gor-
don said yesterday. 
Gordon will travel to Southeast Asia, Japan and prehaps Viet-
nam and the USSR next fall. "I aim to complete a book on the 
future of security in the Pacific in the 1980s," by the end of the 
grant period, Gordon said. 
"I found out I was one of the 19 who got the award in July," 
Gordon said. 
The winners come from all over the world and include chemists, 
physicists and political scientists. 
Gordon was in Japan on sabbatical last year on a Fulbright 
Grant. "I teach courses about Japanese politics and foreign 
policy in the Pacific. The research directly relates to my 
teaching," Gordon said. 
The weather 
T~e N?tional Weather Service predicts cloudy weather for today, 
~1t~ big~ temperatures nearing 43 degrees. Probability of precip-
1tatI_on 1s 20 percent today, climbing to 100 percent tonight. 
To_mght's temperatures should drop to the mid-30s, with clearing 
skies forecast for Saturday. 
NY Congressman will seek ban 
on. radioactive smoke detectors 
By Lisa Groce _ 
The manufacture and sale of 
ionization smoke det.ectors, which 
contain radioactive material, 
might end this winter if Con&_ress 
passes a bill to ban them. 
U.S. Rep. Ted Weiss m-NY ) 
will introduce two bills to the U.S. 
House of Representatives when 
the 96th Congress convenes. The 
bills specify that ionization smoke 
detectors, containing the radio-
active isotope americium-241, 
can no longer be sold or trans-
ported in interstate commerce. 
Weiss drew up the bills because 
or a report t>y H.atph Nader's· 
health Research Group saying 
ionization smoke detectors could 
potentially emit radioactivity. 
A story in the Nov. 3 issue of 
The New Hampshire reported 
that 60 percent of the smoke de-
tectors in UNH buildings are ion-
ization type d~tectors . 
Granite 




By Ginny Maytum 
This year seniors .must pay tor 
yearbook portraits instead of 
being able to submit their own 
pictures free of charge. 
"The charge for portraits will 
be a four-dollar sitting fee for all 
students as it always has been," 
said Editor Sue Movsesian. 
"The only difference is that stu-
dents will not be able to submit 
their own portraits because of a 
.contract that was signed by last 
- - year's editor-, ' Ls he added. 
The contract, signed by F'or-
mer Editor Bob Gerek, requires 
all portraits to be taken by Pur-
dy-Vandine Studio for inclusion in 
the yearbook. 
"One of the reasons that was 
done was because the informals 
don 't reproduce as well as the 
formals and it will solve that 
problem," said Movsesian. "It 
will also save us some space and 
money in laying out if all pictures 
are the same. ' ' 
Movsesian said having uniform 
pictures will help solve past 
problems of organization. 
But some students said they 
should be given the option of sub-
mitting their own portraits to the 
yearbook for a more in-
dividualized look. Others agreed 
with the decision . 
"There have been a few people 
who have given us problems, " 
said Movsesian. "Some students 
think it is unfair and have even 
refused to have them done. But 
on the whole, students have 
agreed to have them done by the 
photographer." 
"I think the yearbook will look 
much nicer with uniform por-
traits," said senior Marylou 
Previte. "In the past, the pages 
don't look as professional as they 
could because some pictures 
reproduce better than others and 
are different sizes. This way, 
they will all look like graduation 
pictures which will make the 
book more formal." 
Movsesian said the Granite has 
sent out letters to head residents 
to explain to students why this is 
being done, along with advertise-
ments in The New Hampshire, 
posters around campus and let-
ters to all seniors explaining 
yearbook portraits. 
Weiss ' first bill, HR 10688, wquld 
ban ionization detectors as haz-
ardous substances as under the 
Federal Hazardous Substances 
Act. 
Weiss' press secretary, Kevin 
Kelley, said, "We have not as~ed 
for a recall of the ones that exist, 
but that might not be a bad idea. 
We have introduced no legislation 
pertaining to a recall. " . 
The second bill, HR 12024, would 
require labels on all ionization 
smoke detectors saying the de-
tectors contain radioactive ma-
terials. · 
Kelley said, ''The chances of 
enactment for either bill are not 
great but the second one stands 
. a better chance because it's less 
far-reaching." 
Weiss' bills don't stand much 
chance in the House, said Kelley, 
because of a large lobbying force 
made up of the manufacturers 
of ionization smoke detectors. 
The Federal Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission says the detectors 
are not hazardQl!S, according to 
Kelley, and it has approved the 
manufacture and sale of the ion-
ization detectors. 
Kelley said it 's important for 
homeowners and institutions like 
UNH to know that " in the normal 
course of operation, the detectors 
don't emit radiation ." 
He said, "The major danger 
comes when the detectors are dis-
posed of. The foil which seals off 
the americium-241 can be easilv 
punctured at the disposal site, 
thus allowing the radiation to 
enter the food chain." 
Kelley said, "There are several 
million of the ionization smoke 
detectors in operation, and as 
more and more are being manu-
factured the danger grows expon-
entially.' ' · 
At the end of a shimmering hallway, MUB Managers Becky 
Ness and Ed Garcia close up for the night. <Dave LaBianca photo) 
Reading machine 
helps handicapped 
Rick Dile will be able to take a computer science course next 
semester because of a closed circuit television enlarger available 
in the library since Tuesday. 
"I had to drop the computer course this semester because I 
was not able to read the print-out With the macqine available 
I will be able to pick up the course again next semester," Dile, a 
sophomore English major, said. 
Dile is one of four visually handicapped students known to 
attend UNH. 
The machine enlarges small print on a large television screen. 
It puts white letters on a black background and vice versa, de-
pending on how well a-student can see. 
The Services for the Blind, Vocational rehabilitation Division of 
the State department of Education loaned the machine to UNH in-
definitely, according to library spokeswomen Barbara Eckman. 
Since the machine is on loan it won't cost UNH anything. 
"I hope more students who need the machfoe will use it " 
Eckman said. ' 
The machine has three parts: a TV screen, the projector, and 
an adjustable table on which books and other reqding material 
are placed. The machine is also adaptable for typewriter use. 
Only one person can use the machine at a time. 
The machine is located in the listening room of the library on 
floor A. The room is open Monday through Friday from 9:00 a .m. 
to 4:30 p.m. and Sunday through Thursday from 6:00 to 9:00 p.m. 
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Vice President for Academic Affairs Search Committee Chairman Herman Gadon confers with 
Professor Joseph Murdoch before yesterday's Faculty Caucus meeting. (Dave LaBianca photo) 
UNH graduates owe $744,000 
By Kathi Scrizzi 
UNH graduates owe the federal 
government $744,000 in National 
Direct Student Loans ( NDSL), 
William Keaner, manager of UNH 
Credit and Collections, said this 
week. 
Twelve percent of the $6.2 million 
borrowed by UNH students since 
the loan program began in 1958 
has not been repaid, less than the 
national average of 16.78 percent 
figured by the US Department of 
Health, Education, and Welfare 
rnEWl. 
Keaner said he was not allowed 
to say how many students have 
defaulted on their loans. 
About 1,700 students received 
the NDSL last year , said Joan 
Kennedy, associate director of 
Financial Aid. 
Loan repayment is supposed to 
begin 10 months after a student 
graduates, Kennedy said. 
She said students have four 
more months before they are 
considered to have defaulted. 
The loans are repaid at three 
percent interest, and the student 
can work out his own schedule 
of payments. 
'.'Some students simply ignore 
our attempts to collect the money 
until they feel they are able to 
pay," Keaner said. "If a student 
is totally unable to pay his bill, 
he usually declares bankruptcy, 
but that doesn't happen very often." 
When a student receives a loan 
he is required to sign a contract 
acknowledging his responsibility 
to repay it, Kennedy said. 
"We also organize group sessions 
for graduating students to remind 
them of their rights and their 
responsibilities that were outlined 
in the contract," she said. 
As soon as the student graduates, 
it is up to the Credit and Collections 
office to make sure the loan is 
repaid. Bills are sent monthly, 
according to Keaner. If the bills 
are not paid, the office sends 
a series of collection tetters and 
tries to get in touch with the 
graduate by telephone, he said. 
UNH has taken a few extreme 
cases to court, Keaner said, since 
the contract is a legal document. 
Default cases can be taken to 
court as soon as the first payment 
is not received, according to 
Theodore Jones of the Boston 
branch of HEW. 
"Court costs are taken out of 
the individual college's loan funds, 
though, so they don't usually want 
to take it that far ," he said. 
Students swamp Advising Center 
in Spring preregistration rush 
By Jo«.•l Brown 
Secretary Diane Milliard may 
be the busiest person on campus 
this week , as UNH's 1,500 unde-
clared Liberal Arts students 
descend upon the Advising Cen-
ter in Murkland Hall to preregis-
ter for next semester's classes. 
"If I could ask for anything, I'd 
ask for more help," said Milliard, 
the only secretary in the Advising 
Center. 
She oftens works through her 
lunch break at this time of year, 
scheduling 100 to 125 appointmen-
ts a day for the Center's counse-
lors, and processing the hundreds 
of pre-registration forrris. 
"The soonest I can schedule 
you an appointment is 6:45 next 
Monday night," Milliard told one 
frustrated student this morning. 
"But don't worry, they all go into 
the computer at the same time." 
The student grimaced, but took 
the appointment anyway. 
Another undeclared student, 
Greg Ward of Exeter. said, "If 
you're a liberal arts student and 
you don't know how to use an add 
card in September, you're 
screwed.'' 
"Most people are leery of the 
procedure, especially freshmen, 
which are mostly what we get," 
said Milliard. 
"If you think it's busy in here 
now, wait till the last couple of 
days: that's when we get hit with 
most of it,' ' she smiled. 
said Milliard. "We get tired, m ·d 
people get impatient because 
they 're worried about getting thl! 
courses they want. A lot of people 
can 't read instructions, either, 
which slows things down." 
Milliard cited the Academic 
Program Proposal, a form 
designed to give student and 
counselor a clearer idea of the 
student's aims in choosing 
classes, and how he or she can 
best achieve those goals. 
Undeclared students are sup-
posed to pick up the Program 
Proposal at the Registrar's Of-
fice along with their time/room 
schedule, and turn it in to 
Milliard with their completed 
preregistration form. ~ 
"About half of them bother 
with it," Milliard said. 
"Then I have to give them one 
here and they sit down and fill it 
out, which takes another minute 
or two," said Milliard. 
"We ran off enough to take to 
the Registrar's , plus a pile for me 
to hand out here to those who for-
got," she said. "But we 're going 
to run out anyway, and now I'm 
going to have to take the time to 
mimeograph another stack of 
them.'' 
Milliard is not the only member 
of the Advising Center. staff who 
is busy this week. l''our coun-
selors ·have been handling up to 
two dozen appointments a day, 
and taking a stack of Academic 
Program Proposals home at 
night to look over. 
the morning to see what can b ~ 
done, " said George Abrahan , 
coordinator of the Advising Cer -
ter. 
"When I took over in '7: , 
there was no 'Center' workin ~ 
this way for the students," said 
Abraham. "They could sign their 
ADVl?ORS, page 16 
Faculty Caucus fails 
to elect committee 
By Jennifer Grant them from the list on grounds 
The Faculty Caucus failed to that all chairpersons will have 
elect a 10-member committee to an opportunity to meet with the 
hold "breakfast interviews" with five finalists in closed meetings. 
the five finaiists for Academic The motion was defeated on the 
Vice President, after 45 minutes floor by a vote of 15 to 10. 
of heated deliberations yester- History Professor Hans 
day. Heilbronner questioned the ap-
Caucus Chairman Stephen Fan propriateness of Political Science 
suggescea tnat nommauons oe .Protessor George Romoser 's 
mailed to the Faculty Council. name on the list of nominees. 
The Council will try again to elect Romoser is the chairman of the 
a committee on Monday at 4:30 Professional Standards Commit-
p.m. tee, which is involved in formal 
The Faculty Council, executive grievances against Allan Spitz, 
branch of the Caucus, presented a finalist for the Academic Vice 
a slate of 14 nominees to the President position. 
committee. Nominations from Spitz ·has been accused of 
the floor were welcomed but "abuse of power" and "in-
none were made. timidatiqg actions" by Political 
Electrical engineering Science Associate Professor 
Professor Joseph Murdock said, David Moore. Other faculty 
"I feel that this Caucus is perfec- members have spoken oot against 
tly capable of selecting a slate of · Spitz. 
nominees without the guidance of · Heilbronner said, "A person 
the Faculty Council." having differences with one of the 
-- Fiw---or -ure -·r4IR>minees-are------- - -- ------- - -
department chairpersons. Mur- FACULTY CAUCUS. page 8 · 
dock made a motion to eliminate 
Opposition continues 
to Sanborn . proposal 
By Jennifer Grant 
Student leaders expressed their 
continued opposition to a 
proposal which would remove 
financial authority from Student 
Government at a hearing Wed-
nesday. 
Student Body President Randy 
Schroeder and Bureau of Budget 
Director Doug Cox again objec-
ted to what they called a reduc-
tion of student responsibility. 
Associate Dean of Students 
William Kidder defended the 
proposal. 
Bill Corson, Student Caucus 
Chairman, announced that a list 
of desired alterations to the 
proposal will be submitted to the 
Student Organizations Commit-
tee by a special Student Caucus 
committee formed to evaluate 
the proposal . 
One section of the proposal 
would take final authority for 
allocating Student Activity Tax 
(SAT) funds from Student 
Government and give to the of-
fice of Student Activities. It 
brought heavy criticism from 
student leaders last week. 
The proposal, Ctrafteffby Direc-. 
tor of Student Activities J. Gregg 
Sanborn, states that "expen-
ditures involving the Student Ac-
tivities Tax will require approval 
of the office of Student Activities 
and Student Government." 
Another section says, "All of-
ficers and a minimum of three 
quarters of the active member-
ship must be bonafide 
matriculated students." 
Kidder said all members 
should be full-time students. 
But most of the discussion cen-
tered on the funding rule; 
Corson said, "This is not what 
the students or Student Govern-
ment wants." 
"J. Gregg Sanborn said that he 
wrote it for a reaction ; our (Stu-
dent Caucus') reaction is that we 
don't like it, " Corson said. 
Schroeder said, "Most ad-
ministration is aware of how 
proud we are to handle a quarter 
of a million dollars with some 
degree of expertise." 
"SAT alJocations should be 99 
percent in students ' hands. Hav-
ing a staff member in an ad-
visory capacity would be help-
ful," said Schroeder. 
"A lot of my concern is what of-
fice this advisory capacity will 
come from," Schroede~ said. 
Corson said, "I'm bit on res-
ponsibility. If you give stu-
SAT. page 5 -
Milliard has been processing 
"at least 70" pre-registration 
forms a day, which she said will 
increase to 150 or more a day at 
the end of the semester. 
"Things get worse at the end," 
''If we see something in the 
proposal that isn~t right, 
something that ought to be 
changed, we call the student up in Jodi's owner Armand Vallee hands over one of the bottles of wine he's been stocking since the beginning of the month. <Jo-Ellen Kirsch photo) 
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Town .composter 
. • • ' .£• 
--~----------1s----n-ation--~----.~1rst--
8\J~~·~~f ~~3a'i!fe to use the and pumped into Oyster River. i'tll hi 
nation's first sludge composter The sludge from both plants is ._ 1~ -L_:1 
~o~~~;~~tf~:~f ~ ~~:~s;i!~n~~~~ == i~ r~~d~~!~i~~ a;~~~~ --- , tfl~n 
in early 1980. T_he sh~dge is thi~kene~ , com- ~ d '>1 ) ~ 
Duane Walker, operator of the bmed with wood chips to mcrease , . -'." i l \ -
-- -- --- -- town's -primary- trea-tment-phrnt, - --Hs-surfa-ee -area--;---and put-on-per- _;_:-.;:;:7 ;" 
said the composter will improve forated pipes on a concrete pad. 
Durham's current method ot The pl1e reaches temperatures 
treating sludge. It ·will convert ·of upto 180 degrees, killing path-
sludge in raw sewage to useable ogens like salrponellae. Sal-
topsoil. monellae causes food poisoning 
"The EPA <Environmental in warm-blooded animals. 
Protection Agency) requires the Durham was chosen as the site 
addition of secondary treatment for the plant because "a smaller 
plants to all primary treatment scale plant is more easily moni-
plants by 1980," said Dick Perron, tored for problems and succes-
project inspector. - "Twice as ses," said Crombie. Work continues on Durham's $6.2 million sludge composter. The plant is the first of its kind in 
much sludge will be removed Perron said, "Durham's com- ::lh::e~co::::;u::;n:;.:t::.:r..l.y..:..·..;.<;.:.M:.:a:.:r:..:c;;..:S~c~h:.:..w:.:..=a.:..rt:.:z:.Jpi:.:h:.:.:o::.:t:.:::o:..:.) _______________________ _ 
from raw sewage to bring water posting pad is 150 feet by 200 feet. 
pollution into control." A city the size of Chicago might Old d b - • 
DurhamPublicWorksDirector needallofsouthernlllinois." er· stu ents eat stagnation 
George _Crombie __ said the federal __ Camden, New ____ Jersey, and . _ _ __ -- . 
governgnent will pay 75 percent Bangor, Maine, are building 
of the project's cost. The state will composters, Crombie said, but By Laura Locke Dingle is not working towards a 
pick up 20 percent of the $6.2 neither project is far along. . For several hours each week, degree. " I've received all the 
million, and Durham and UNH He said Durham and UNH will Leo Dingle attends an introduc- degrees I want," he said. "I'm 
will share the other five percent. use the compost produced by tory Russian course, volunte~rs just retired. Period." 
The project covers five acres off the plant for landscaping projects. in a University-sponsored marmE'. Unlike Dingle, 33-year old 
Rte. 4 near the Madbury exit. Walker said much of the com- studies program, and exercises Janet Eagleson hopes to 
Except for the red brick primary post is never used, and invited with a weight conditioning aPd graduate next spring with a BA in 
plant, the site is nothing but par- people_ to help themselves to it training class. English . A North Berwick, 
tially built buildings, large holes, for their gardens. But unlike many of his contem- Maine resident who would be 
stacked black pipes, foundations , According to Crombie the com- poraries, Dingle does not spend carded at Jason's along with her 
and temporary trailers. poster will improve the river his Saturday nights drinking 21 year old classmates Eagleson 
According to Perron, the pri- environment, since sludge won 't beers and discoing at The returned to school after a ten 
mary sewage plant involves a have to be dumped. Of the $6.2 Paradise Lounge. year stint with motherhood, 
sedimentation process. Fifty per- million, $100,000 was allocated for Dingle is 62 years old. divorce, and a job as a welder. 
cent of raw sewage settles in landscaping the area. Buildings Dingle, a retired mechanical "I was nervous -- coming to 
pools; the rest is drawn off, will be painted green-brown to engineer is one . of 2,200 UNH UNH, " Eagleson said. " I had a 
chlorinated, and pumped into blend in with the landscape, he students older than 25 years. He semi-breakdown at Skidmore and 
Oyster River. said. has been taking courses at UNH it was difficult to overcome the 
The secondary plant removes "Upon completion you could since 1974 because "the Univer- bad associations. But I've 
45 percent more of the total bulk. drive in and never know this is a sity is an ideal place to keep from destroyed an old ghost. My con-
and English major by writing 
yoga manuals. 
"Writing seems to be my 
greatest gift and my greatest in-
terest," she said. " I want to 
make yoga a point of everyone's 
life rather than a mystical ex-
perience." 
Education Professor Carl 
Menge said his classe_s have 
proven that older students are 
usually more serious. "One of 
the_ reasons they <older students) 
are more serious is that they are 
paying their own way," he said. 
"They don 't have Mommy and 
Daddy to foot the bill. " 
Menge who teaches five older 
students in his Human Develop-
-ment and Learning class said 
This 95 p~rcent pur_e sewage is se~age treatment plant, " Perron stagnating. I want my mind to fidence is back." 
then chlormated to kill pathogens said. feed on minds more richly en- After graduation Eagleson OLD STUDENTS, page 17 
dowed," he said. hopes to combine her yoga skills · 
************************************************* . .. 
j The New Hampshire j 
.. - -- -· --· 
i Needs responsible and dedicated f .. .. 
f students to fill the following paid f .. .. 
j positions for Semester II, 1978-79 j 
.. .. .. .. .. .. 
j *Managing Editor *News Editors (2) j .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 
f * Ad_ProductionManager f .. .. .. .. .. _ .. .. .. .. . .. * .. f *Arts Editor Billing Secretary i .. .. .. .. .. ~ , -- :-: -- -------- ' .. 
: Application forms are available in room 151 of the MUB : .. .. 
: Deadline for applying is Dec. 1, 1978 : .. .. 
j The New Hampshire. j 
j . Help make it happen. · j 
************************************************* 
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Bookstore reverses position on hook 
BOOKSTORE, 
continued from page 1 . 
decision but wanted to wait and 
see what was going to happen 
before taking action.'' 
He said Stevenson gave him 
full authority to do what he 
thought w.as best in the matter. 
Maier said there are "no ill 
feelings'' between him and 
Stevenson. 
Maier said Intervale and the 
NHCLU are "delighted" ihe 
Bookstore decided to carry the 
book after all. 
The Bookstore plans to order 
-
more copies of "Mel-Practice" 
shou1<1 mere oe a aemana. 
Maier said the Bookstore is . a 
student's store and a platform for 
free expression, adding he would 
have no qualms about carrying 
another controversial book in the 
store. 
From left. BOB Director Doug Cox, Student Caucus Chairman Bill Corson and Student Body 
president Randy Schroeder comment on the controversial SAT proposal in the MUB Wed- , 




continued from page 3 
dents respousib11ity to do im-
portant things, they will learn 
better." 
"I don't think it's necessary to 
bring the Student Activities Of-
fice into it, I'm totally against it," 
Corson said. 
Cox said, "I have no objections 
to the Student Activities Office 
advising us, as long as Student 
Government has an overall hand 
in decision-making." _ 
Kidder said, "Advising concer-
ning SAT allocations should come 
out of the Office of Student Ac-
tivities." 
"Misuse of SAT funds by 
Student Government should have 
the penalty of revocation of SAT 
allocation responsibilities,'' Kid-
der said. He did not mention any 
past misuse. 
Corson also asked for clearer 
definitions of studenJ discipline 
rules and registration of student 
organizations. 
"We (Caucus) would like to 
question whether or not Student 
Government has overall jurisdic-
tion over registration of 
organizations," Corson said. 
Kidder said, "I would hope that 
the other proposed rules wottldn 't 
be overlooked because of the con-
cern over the SAT allocation 
rule." 
r**************************~****: .t THE NORSEMEN ~•RESENTS - i 
! ''EXPRESSIONS'': 
~ . 
~ ·• t" The Norsemen Lo·unge presents the popu1ar : 
- f "Expressions" for your listening and dancing • 
' ·pleasure. We featufe the largest dance floor in : 
• the area and a -forty foot sunken bar. • . ~ . 
: DON'T MISS IT! : • • 
: SPECIAL: 
: WEDNESDAY NIGHT • : LADIES' NIGHT • 
l~~~~l~ENr ~ 
• MlrHleMlle 
- ~ •••• ~O.:!~;J~~~***** 
·~t~"~t~"~t~t~"~t~-..."~t~ .. ~t~· 
ANCIENT AND MODERN LANGUAGES AND LITERATURES 
announces 
the following Semester II offerings 
CLASSICS 512 









Greek and Lafin Literature in Translation 
Intermediate French 
Intermediate French (first half) 
Novel of Quebec 
Accelerated German (401-402 in one semester) 
Elementary Italian (401-402 in one' semester) 
Dostoevsky in English 
Accelerated Spanish (401-402 in one semester) 
Intermediate Spanish 
Latin-American Civilization and Culture (in English) 
. '1t.l f 'l \ t , I., r-,...., 'i l t • 
ca1npus calendar 
FRIDAY, November 17 
MEXICAN JERGUS SALE: Outside Strafford Room, 
Memorial Union, 10:30 a.rn.-4:30 p.rn. Sponsored by the In-
ternational Student Association. 
MUSIC DEPARTMENT SENIOR RECITAL: Kathy Zef-
ting, saxophone, and Cynthia Blain, piano. Bratton Recital 
Hall, Paul Creative Arts Center, 8 p.rn. 
FACULTY LECTURE: "Astronorny--Frorn Dark to Light," 
Robert E. Houston, Jr., Professor of Physics. New England 
Center, · 8 p.rn. Sponsored by Speakers Bureau/DCE/The 
New England Genter. Advance registration at D~E (2-2015) 
rP<J11Pc;tP<l for ;idmission . 
SQUARE DANCE: Strafford Room, Memorial Union, 8 
p.rn. Admission $1.50. Sponsored by Campus Crusade for 
Christ, Inter-varsity, and Navigator Christian Fellowships. 
MUB PUB: "Headlight," rock, 8 p.rn. 
SATURDAY, November 18 
MEN'S HOCKEY -EXHIBITION GAME: Salem State, 
Snively Arena, 7 p.rn. Admission $1.50 for everyone: 
FREE SQUARE DANCE: Live music by "LasLChance String 
Band,'' with caller Phil Johnson. Strafford Room, Memorial 
Union, 8-11 p.rn. Sponsored by the Old Time Music Club. 
MUB PUB: "Headlight," rock, 8 p.rn. 
SUNDAY, November 19 
MUSIC DEPARTMENT SENIOR RECITAL: Allegra 
Miller, piano. Bratton Recital Hall, Paul Creative Arts Cen-
ter, 3 p.rn. 
PROJECTIONS: "Inserts," starring Richard Dreyfuss, 
Jessica Harper, and Stephen Davies. Strafford Room, 
Memorial Union, 7 and 9:30 p.rn. Admission $.75 or MUSO 
Film Pass. 
CONCORD STRING QUARTET: This superb quartet will 
play the Beethoven cycle in six concerts. Other concerts will 
be held December 1, January 25, February 16, March 3, and -
April 5. Durham Community Church, 8 p.rn. Tickets--.-to in--
dividual concerts $2. Sponsored by the Durham Com-
munity Church, the UNH Celebrity Series, and the UNH 
Fund. 
MUSIC DEPARTMENT SENIOR RECITAL: Torn Nerbonne, 
organ and paino.. Bratton RecitaJ Hall, Paul Creative Arts 
renter, 8 p.rn. . 
MUB PUB: Rick Bean, oldies, 8 p.rn. Also, "Dormitory 
Feud." 
MONDAY, November 20 
EARTH- SCIENCES COLLOQUIUM: "Preliminary Results 
of the Athabasca Glacier Projects, Columbia Ice Field, 
Canada," Dr. Paul Mayewsh and. stud~nt participants; Earth 
Sciences. James Hall, Room 106, £.torn 2 noon-1 p.rn. 
.t'l 1 l\lt::,s FLUS LECTURE SERIE::,: ::,econd lecture ot senes: 
"Physical Fitness--Mental Fitness: Do They Really Go 
Together!" by David Cross and Jerry Bugby. Hillsborough 
Room, Memorial Union, 7 p.rn. Sponsored by Sigma Nu . 
MUSO LECTURE SERIES: Dick Gregory. Granite State 
Room, Memorial Union, 8 p.rn. Admission $1 for students; 
$3 general. · 
TUESDAY, November 21 
HUMANITIES LECTURE SERIES: "Achilles and Aeneas: 
Two Approaches to Life," Charles H. Leighton, AMLL. 
James Hall, Room 303, from 11 a.rn:-12:30 p.rn. . 
ORGANIC SEMINAR: "Electron Pushing," S. Howard, 
Chemistry Department, UNH. Room L::-103, Iddles Auditor-
ium, Parsons Hall, from 11 a.rn.-12 noon. 
SPACE SCIENCE SEMINAR: "Auroras and Plasma 
Waves," Professor Richard L. Kaufmann, Physics Depart-
ment. Room 303, DeMeritt Hall, from 1-2 p.rn. 
GRANDE ILLUSIONS: "Fritz the Cat," directed by Ralph 
Bakshi. Animated. Strafford Room, Memorial Union, 7 and 
9:30 p.rn. Admission $.75 or MUSO Film Pass. · 
NHOC PROGRAM: "The Alps," a multi-media slide show 
presentation by Peter Cole. The presentation will focus on_ 
Peter's trip to the Alps during the summer of 1978. Granite 
State Room, Memorial Union, 7:30 p.rn. Admission $.50 for 
NHOC members; $. 75 for non-members. 
"Campus Calendar" appears in e.ach issue of The New 
Hampshire. Please submit information to the Administra-
tion Office, Room 322, Memorial Union. 
{ The New ~ampsfiire is published and distributed semi-weekly throughout 
the academic year. Pub. no. 379280. Our offices are located in the Memorial 
Union Building, Durham, N.H. 03824. Editorial office Room 151 · business of. 
fice RO?m 108. Business hours Tuesday and Thursday, 1-3 p.m.', Wednesday 
an~ Friday, 9-2. Academic year Subscription $9.00. Second class postage 
paid at Durh~m. N.H., 03824. POSTMASTER: send address changes to The 
New Hampshire, Room 151, Memorial Union Building, Durham;-N.H. 03824. 
~ 1,000 copies per issue rinted at Courier Publishin Co .. R hes r 
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• notices 
GENERAL 
ECOS MAGAZINE : Environmentally concerned? Ecos 
magazine is looking for people to write articles and 
poetry, do artwork , etc. All articles must be i ubmitted 
by the end of the semester. For more information, call 
Scott de Villafane or George Devoid at 862-2057 or 868-
9678. 
RELIGION 
TES'F-IMONY MEETING : Monday , November 20, 
Hanover Room, Memorial Union, 8 p.m . Visitors are 
welcome. Sponsored by the Christian Science Organiza-
tion at UNH. 
CAREER 
CAREER EXPLORATION MODULE: Series 2, Module 
E : The Job Hunt. This module will ~ssist you in identi-
fying job hunt strategies . Monday, November 20, Con-
greve Lounge, from 4-5:30 p.m. 
CAREER EXPLORATION MODULE: Series 1, Module 
1'': Special Career Issues. This module will offer you the. 
opportunity to examine and discuss personal career 
issues as employment discrimination. dual-career fam-
ilies. upward mobility, career transition, etc. Tuesday, 
November 21 , Belknap Room, Memorial Union, 12 :30-2 
p.m . 
..._ 
CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS 
LINGUISTICS : Business meetin_g, Monday, November 20 •. 
Murkland 308, at 3:30 p.m. Also , lecture " Wittgenstein 
and Empirical Linguistics," by Willia m Vasiliou, at 4 
p.m . 
IVCF : There will be no IVCI<' meeting this week because 
of the Square Dance which is scheduled on Friday, 
November 17, in the Strafford Room of the Memorial 
Union, at 8 p.m . Our next meeting will be on December 
1. 
UNH SIMULATION GAMING CLUB : Games Meeting, 
Friday, November 17, Grafton Room, Memorial Union, 
from 6-11 p.m . "D & D." 
ACADEMIC -
ADMINISTRATION 713 has been re-designed for the 
spring semester. The course will focus entirely on task 
group dynamics and will not include interpersonal rela-
tions as it has in the past. Consent of the instructor is 
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THE BEST CHILI AROUND 
PLUS 
RIVER TRAFFIC!! 
OPEi 1DAIS11 . -1 a.m.--
I 
Most grads surveyed 
are employed now 
By Brian Broad 
and Lisa Thurau 
Seventy-three percent of the 
1978 UNH graduates who 
registered at the Career Planning 
and Placement Office obtained 
jobs through the job placement 
services offered by the 
Placement Office, according to 
Director Ed Doherty. 
" This doesn't include the 
students we have helped in 
preparation through our 
workshops,'' Doherty said. 
"Every ye-ar the office 
registers approximately 50 per-
cent of the senior class and we 
establish files for them here," he 
said. 
That figure represents the 250 
out of 1,000 graduates who 
responded this year to the 
Placement Office's post-
graduate queries. 
"Then they are eligible to be in-
terviewed by the 200 employers 
who visit the campus," Doherty 
said. "Most are business and in-
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7 3 % of grads !!!tUrveyed are Working FRANKLIN 
GRADUATES 
continued from page 6 
dustry representatives of large 
corporations _ who have 
historically tended to look for 
inexperienced college seniors 
willing to train in specific fun-
ctional areas." 
The Files contain recommen-
dations from professors and 
summer employers, transcripts,. 
and a basic registration form to 
which a resume may later be ad-
ded. The file is kept for ten years 
after graduation. Doherty said, 
"Our students know they have 
one central source of information 
which employers will ask them to 
supply.'' 
Health Studies Dean Basil Mott 
8atu, · 'The jot.> market 1~ guuu fur 
our students. There isn't much of 
a problem.'' 
"Each department helps and 
the faculty have their own con-
tacts. They also arrange field 
placements in which all Health 
Studies students take part," he 
said. The occupational therapy 
students go through a nine-month 
post-graduate clinical internship. 
These field placements are 
natural connections." 
'Engineering and physical 
sciences majors have had "very 
high placement through the 
P-lacement office,'' according to 
Doherty. "Engi1neerink, 
technology and computer science 
majors have been extremely suc-
cessful." 
"In the Whittemore School of 
Business and Economics 
<WSBE) administration and 
hotel majors are the most sought 
after," Doherty said. ' 
WSBE, Engineering, and 
Liberal Arts let either the 
- placement office or individual 
faculty help their students. 
Liberal Arts Deam Melville 
Nielsen · said of job placement 
programs, "It's an area with 
which we haven't dealt. I believe 
it would be a-duplication of effort 
and it is .better to have 
professional people handle 
placement." 
"What they have are the per-
sonal qualities and skills many T'HE'.A T'E'.R 
employers are looking for in in- S . _ 
terpersonal relations, com- -
Concerning Liberal Arts 
graduates Doherty said, "They 
will have more problems finding 
jobs than other majors because 
many of them haven't considered 
business options available to 
them. ' 
skills but there are positions open ~coccccoocaooocoocoocacacco~.-ociQCaacc-a-.• 
munication and the like. They f 
won't have specific technical . 
specifically to them," he said. § FRI.-SAT. NOV. 17 & 18 
Doherty said he doesn't know 
6 ·.30 &8·.45 why graduates do not respond to 
the survey. ·~1 worry about it," 18 
he said, "because it is a statistic 
which would be very useful to I 
have. 
~ 
~ I "SGT. PEPPER'S 
\.J §/ LONELYHEARTS -
PETER FRAMPTON 
IN 
StJN .-M0N. NOV. 19-20 
.d rs OOOOOOD00000~1;J;!!l~~:~D•••DDDDO-








0°· OKS Nov. 17 & 18: Skin~ Kid I 
- =] § 
Nov. 20: Madigan LU 8 
QCiOO"'"--o"'"~..r~_,..~_,...,,.,,..,-oocQCl.:>QCXlll p; § "HIGH ANXIETY" 
A psycho-comedy 
Nov. 21-25: Renegade '.d: 
~...o--..oo--~..r..b-JOC)Cr.,,-...COOCllQO=ol:4DI C[J Tues. only NOV. 21 
- -
MON -·College l.D. Night 
TUES - Beggars Night 













''MACBETH'' lRE . 
ME4~ 
AT THE PORTSMOUTH INN 
TRAFFIC CIRCLE 
_._.... -·- ·. - .... - . ,,. 
- -'- '- -- '- '-'-- -
I 
WANT TO KNOW WHAT YOU'RE GETTING INTO 
? 
THE~~~"AT 
SCOPE presents an evening with 
LIVINGSTON 
TAYLOR 
a one man show 
DEC. 3 SUNDAY · 
at the GRANITE ST A TE ROOM 
MUB . 
TICKETS qN SALE MONDAY 
, $5. 00 students with ID 
$6. 00 General and at door 
PLEASE: Buy your ticket l?efore 
Thanksgiving Break--There may-
not be any left when you 







<COURTESY OF STUDENT GOVT., MUB 129, 862-1494) 
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Faculty Caucus fails to elect committee to interview VP finalists 
FACULTY CAUCUS 
continued from page 3 
Tonight Only! 
Blues Legend 
Dave Van Ronk 
SATURDAY. 
Tasty Licks 
Romoser has stepped down as 
Chairman of the Professional 
Standards Committee for the 
grievance brought by Political 
Science Associate Professor 
DavfQ Moore against- Spitz. 
Biochemistry Professor Donald 
Green will act as Chairman for 
the grievance. 
Associate History Professor 
Harvard Sitkoff said, "I find it in-
sulting that this body, represen-
ting faculty on campus, did not 
nominate a woman for the com-
mittee, in these times of 1978." 
" I feel that it was poor 
judgement on the part of the 
-Faculty Council to include their 
Nov. 24-25 
Monroe County Outlaws 
Last Time Until Spring! PETTEE BROOK LANE 
DURHAM. NEW HAMPSHIRE 03824 
TEL . 868-5584 
The MUSO Lecture Series presents 
*DICK GREGORY has been 
called the world's foremost · 
freelance humanitarian. 
*DICK GREGORY has partici-
pated in every major civil rights 
movement of tne 1960's. · 
*DICK GREGORY is an actor 
and a co1nedian. 
*DICK GREGORY is an author 
with nine books tn his credit 
including his best selling 
autobiography, /\[IGGER. · 
DICK 
own members on the list," said 
Daniel Smith, Associate Educa-
tion Professor. 
Ma-thematics Chairman Evans 
Munroe made a motion to reduce 
the proposed 10-member commit-
tee to 5 members saying an in-
formal breakfast interview is 
impractical with 10 people. 
The meeting was cut short 
because a class was scheduled 
to use the room where the 
meeting was held, and the motion 
was never voted on. 
Nominations'for the committee 
made by the Faculty Council in-




. Lecture Series I 
I F l'fNESS PLUS I I · I 
I -Presents- i I Physical Fitness-Mental Fitness I 
I Do They GtfTogether? t· 
I · - - ·1 
I By David Cross & Jerry Bugby I 
I I 
I Monday, Nov. 20th I 
I 1: oo p.m. 1· 
I Hillsborough Room . I 
L·-·-~·~·-.. - .. ~~~~~~· 1 
GREGORY 
*DICK GREGORY is a politician. He ran for mayor of Chicago in '67 and 
President of the United States in '68. 
. - I ~ 
*DICK GREGORY is an uncompromising & untiring activist, combining 
I . 
all of these qualities to 1J1ake people laugh, make people listen, and 
ultimately, help them to understand onP. another. . 
*Lome,-listen to anq question DICK GREGORY. Join the millions 
educated and stimulated by an evening with the multi-faceted 
DICK GR,EGORY. 
~ STl'I>EXTS ~1.00 
I ~ - -
:'\IO:XI>:\ Y. XO\". 20th 8:00 p.m. 
<JIUXITE STATE R00:'\1- -:\ll'B 
- ~ :a, r 9' ' ' • ' 
tjckcts m;:c 01! sale n'f.> :(· itt the i1iuh ticket office 
'I • t • 
., J ~ It 
/ 
• • ·, ' • . . - ' J• 
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'"°~~~ CRAFTS FAIR~%~ 
,~000 . . ~ 
Co1n1nittee Sat. Nov. 18 10-6 p:m. ' 
FACULTY CAUCUS. 
continued from page 8 
Christian Life Center Madbury Rd. 
elude: Associate Art Professor 
Arthur Balderacchi; Botany • 
Department Chairman Alfred 
Bogle; Anthropology Depart-
ment Chairman Richard Downs; 
Associate Plant Science 
Professor George Estes; History 
Professor- Hans Heilbronner; 
Associate Economics ·Professor 
Richard Hurd; History Professor 
William Jones; Associate 
Wildlife Ecology Professor 
William Mautz; Chemistry 
Professor James Morrison; 
Mechanical Engineering Depart-· 
ment Chairman Williarru 
Mos berg; Physi~s Professor 
John Mulhern; Mathematics 
Department Chairman Evans 
Munroe; Political Science 
Professor George Romoser; and 
Associate Physics Profe~sor 
Robe.rt Simpson. 
, 
Sponsored by: Durham Art Association . 
Je"'- , · ~,e"~ 
ei,..Y Weaving ~o 
PEOPLE, 
PEOPLE WHO · 
' 
FEED PEOPLE 






TREES. , On The Upper Square, Dover •749-0483 
A Public Service of This Newspaper 
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& In The Center of North ~onway Village • 1 356-2687 
~------ ¥ >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> ¥ ! Kari-Van ! 
_A Dover tradition 
of finedining 
Hearty Sandwiches 
Quality Steaks, Seafockl a Prime Rib 
CASUAL DRESS 
NO RESERVATIONS NEEDED 
Lunch and Dinner Served Daily 
Lounge Open Until Legal Closing 
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editorial..,_ ___ _ 
A welcome reversal 
The UNH Bookstore's decision yesterday to 
stock the book "Mel-Practice in New Hampshire" 
is a welcome, if belated, move. 
The book, a collection of political cartoons 
focusing on Lame Duck Gov. Meldrim Thomson, 
had been banned from the bookstore because of its 
political nature by Manager Robert Stevenson last 
month. 
That it took seven weeks for Stevenson's 
dangerous dental of our rtghc co read co be over-
turned, and that the reversal came only in the face 
of a possible lawsuit by the book's publishers, 
_does take some of the sparkle away from yester-
day's decision. - ·· 
Fortunately, however, the statement announ-
cing the Bookstore's reversal makes up for the 
lateness of the action. 
Written by Assistant Bookstore Manager John 
Maier, the release p_rovides a refreshing, construc-
tive and necessary policy statement that should 
prevent any similar situation from occurring. 
"Neither Mr. Stevenson nor I or any college 
bookstore buyer," Maier wrote, "should have the 
ri5h1: I:<;> decide l:o ~l:od< or nol: ol:ocl< a t-it:lc based 
on personal values related to political or social 
issues. 
"I strongly agree with all . who see a college 
bookstore as a symbol of academic freedom and a 
public forum for the expression of ideas," he con-
tinued. 
Maier, of course, is dead right. His statement is 
a welcome contradiction of Stevenson's attempted 
political censorship and an important affirmation 
of the right to read that we all must have. 
Without Maier's statement, ·the Bookstore's 
decision would have been only the necessary right 
of a dangerous wrong. 
His comments, however, make the reversal that 
much more important: for they give us a positive 
assurance that such_ _c~nsor§llip will not happen 
again. · ·· 
Cause for concern 
Acting Vice President for Academic Affairs 
Allan Spitz now stands at least a one-in..'.five chance 
of becoming the new permanent VP. 
The Vice President Search Committee's an-
nouncement yesterday that Spitz is among the five 
finalists for the post came as no surprise. 
But, until some questions regarding Spitz's 
recent action on the UNH Pre-Law Committee are 
answered, students should view his prO-gress with 
some concern. 
Spitz may well be a good man for the job. He 
carries the attractions of being a home-grown 
candidate, an experienced administrator and a 
man who knows the workings of the University 
administration as well as anyone. 
But Spitz's move to end the terms of Assistant 
Professor Richard Desrosiers and Associate 
Professor John Kayser on the Pre-Law Committee 
do require some explanation on his part. 
·Both past and present pre-law advisees have 
opposed Spitz's move, saying that the expertise of 
the two men on the committee is too valuable to 
lose. 
That oppositiorl is well-founded. Kayser and 
Desrosiers have served on the committee all of its 
five years, and their success in placing UNH 
graduates in la~ schools app~oaches 100 percent. 
Students may be losing a valuable resource in 
the removal of Kayser and Desrosiers from the 
Pre-Law Committee. Why, then, did Spitz make 
the move? 
Spitz says his main reason for prompting the 
committee change is "my concern that it not 
become the property of a few. departments." 
That would have been a fair enough statement, 
had Spitz followed through on it. But in light of that 
comment it seems odd that he replaced Kayser, 
who teaches political science, with Lawrence 
O'Connell - another political science professor. 
Spitz also replaced committee member John 
Voll , an assosicate history professor who is on 
leave, with William Jones - another history 
professor. 
This apparent contradiction between Spitz's 
words and his actions needs some further ex-
planation on his part. 
It's also odd that while Spitz says he is now 
working with UNH's Pre-Med Committee to 
change its membersip, too, Kayser said the 
changes ·on the Pre-Law Committee took place 
without any committee members being consulted. 
Spitz says he changed the Pre-Law Committee 
membership to "have some turnover." We hope 
that a man who may become the next permane!lt 
Vice President for Academic Affairs does not, 
then, epdorse the idea of change for change's sake. 
The only tangible result that we can see of 
Spitz's action is a lessening of the effectiveness of 
the Pre-Law Committee. The expertise and con-
tacts of Kayser and Desrosiers are things that pre-
law students should not be deprived of without 
good reason. 
Perhaps Spitz has a good reason for making the 
Pre-Law Committee changes. But, before hi~ can-
didacy can become fully acceptable to students, 
we must call on him to make that reason public. 
Letters--------
Apathy 
To the Editor : 
Perhans the biggest oroblem that we 
face today is that of a path)'.. There are 
- - ----so many-things-that we shoold be-eoo-
cerned about and when we see that 
the 
new 
little progress is made we tend to get 
frustrated and we are overcome wi th a 
desire to just give up and not fight a -
gainst the system anymore. 
There are very few people today who 
have not given in to that desire :rnrl 
have still maintained a fiery idealism 
and bel ief in people which has enabled 
-them-t6 make a difference in the lives 
of others. Dick Gregory is one of those 
people. 
Anyone who has heard this man will 
tell you that they came awav, f P.Plin<T 
that there were still some pe?r!~ 
around who cared about people more 
than anything else. 
Dick Gregory has spent more time 
in jail ovey the r ights of other 
people than any other man in 
America . He was a great source of 
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Dana Jennings· Managing Editor 
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strength for everyone during the civil see them. 
rights movement of the '60s and he The Women's Center is open to all 
continues to fight for the rights of individuals who express an interest or 
ot~ers with the same undying com- concern in the changing roles in so-
mitment. ciety , those persons who need clari-
liregory was a primary torce in the fication of their own roles in society. 
decision to reopen the investigations The Center is ~her~ for people to get 
into the assasinations of John Kennedy involved, to b~mg issues to the ':Vhole 
and Martin Luther King . ·· · · · - -st-t:ffieftt-body--tn -fi?pes of r_eachmg a 
There is so much more that I could clearer understanding of an issue from 
say but nothing could come close to all sides. . _ _ _ ·-
conveying the feeling that this man The Center in no way w_ants to separ-
brings across when he speaks . Dick ~te the student _body'. bu~ instead would 
Gregory is by far the most interest- like to . work in bru:1ging people to-
ing and moving speaker that I have gehter, in unde~sta_pding . . . 
ever heard and I urge everyone who The Womens Center. 1s a d~op-in 
has never seen him not to miss the cent~r, a referral service, an inf_or-
opportunity now. All of us who have ~at1on cent~r. They host an extensive 
seen him before won 't miss it for any- library which covers many areas 
thing. fro~ wom~n 's autob_i~graphies to. 
Wayne King men s consc1ousness-ra1sing. 
Dover There is also an overwhelming a-
Sypport 
To the Editor: 
I am writing to give my full suppport 
to the Women's Center. At this point 
I do not feel the Center is receiving ad-
equate representation, thus I would 
like to clarify some of the goals as I 
mount of information on sexuality, 
birth control, pregnancy, abortion, al-
ternative lifestyles and political 
issues, to name a few. 
The Center has also been reaching 
out to the student body through work-
shops and coffeehouses in the dorms . 
l<~ilms and lectures are also sponsor-
ed by the Women's Center to bring cur-
rent issues to the campus. 
I think the Women's Center is doing 
a good job, by showing us the altern-
atives that are available in a society 
that is constantly changi_ng. 
The women in the ~enter are very 
about letters 
The New Hampshire accepts all responsible letters to the editor ·and 
prints them as space allows, but cannot guarantee the inclusion ·of any 
letter. 
IJI letter-S must be typed, double spaced and a maximum of 500 words ir. 
order to be printed. All letters aresubje7t to m1~r. editing Final ~ision 
on letters are the editor's. - · 
Main letters to: ,The Editor, The New Hamp~hlrr" Room 151, Mem~nal 
Uriion Building, UNH, Durham, N.H. ~. 
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Beware the spiders of Stoke· 
Just when you thought it was safe to go, to 
school... 
With Mel Thomson overthrown as Governor of 
New Hampshire, we thouglit we could relax for a 
while, get back to the business of running a uni-
versity and getting an -education. But now, the 
University faces a threat far deadlier than a gross 
of Mel Thomsons. 
This diabolical menace lurks quietly in the 
bowels of the University, waiting, watching, 
biding time to unleash itself upon the unsuspecting 
community. · - · 
What horror do I refer to? The radioactive 
spiders of Stoke Hall. 
To the observant student, all the facts have been 
present for twd weeks. 
In the November 3 issue of The New Hamp-
shire, a story ran saying university fire detectors 
emit radiation. 
Four days later, another story blamed spiders 
for tripping some of the fire alarms at Stoke this 
semester. 
open to ideas one may want to develop, 
and I encourage anyone <male or 
female l who is concerned about the 
changing roles in society and their 




To the Edi tor: 
At last Sunday's masses at St. 
Thomas More, it was brought to the 
attention of the congregation that, the 
previous Friday night the statue of 
The Virgin Mary on the knoll out behind 
the church was desecrated. A group 
of people pushed the statue off it's 
pedestle and let it crash through sur-
rounding trees to the ground. 
The shrine was erected to mark the 
site of the first mass ever to be said 
on New Hampshire soil in 1694, and 
for this reason is a sacred place for 
all Christians. 
I, as one among many, am outraged 
at this contemtible display of narrow-
mindedness and sacrilege that insults 
the faith of thousands of Christians 
in the state. 
It truely will be a miracle if people 
ever learn to direct their interests 
away from themselves long enough 
to realize the effect of their actions 
upon those around them, and act ac-
cordingly . 
Thomas W. Argue 
Justice 
To the Editor: 
"Apparently the spiders are crawling into the 
alarm boxes and making it their home," said Lt. 
Donald Bliss of the Durham-UNH Fire Depart-
ment. "They get in front of the detector and set off 
the alarm." 
Izzy Tope, UNH professor of radioactivity, is 
the first (and only) University researcher to see the 
underlying consequences of rad1oact1ve spiders. 
"Right now, the little creatures are hiding and 
nurturing their mutant young," said Tope. 'These 
mutants could turn out to be the size of the Thom-
son-Hail .belt-The.fire alarms are just an indicatibn · 
of "Yhat these buggers could do." 
Apparently the University community is safe 
for a few days~ while the spiders gestate. 
But when you return to Durham after Thanks-
giving, don't step on those large, fuzzy things in 
the corridors. They will not be freshmen. 
And those silken webs artily slung across the 
doorways will nofbe tapestries. 
Tope said he didn't know what the over-sized 
spiders would do confr~mted with a University 
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environment. 
"They may go on a rampage," said Tope, "or 
settle into the University community with relative 
ease, committing a few practical jokes like setting 
off fire alarms. In either case, I'm sure some 
fraternity would be glad to have a few of them as 
members." 
Stu<lt:ul Du<ly P1t:~i<lt:11lldl° hupt:fub Duug Cox 
and Jim Donnelly wondered i_f the spiders would · 
be eligible to vote in the run-off election, while 
University President Gene Mills said he was con-
sidering having mutant-spider picnic on his lawn -
,this spring. 
When Bill Bowes, UNH Head Football Coach, 
heard that a spider the size of a man could lift 
Dimond Library, he sent scouts to Stoke to talk to, 
the mutant spiders' parents about their boys 
playing football for the University. 
Tope emphasized that the spiders would not eat 
students, being strictly vegetarian creatures. "Of 
course, the ravine behind the MUB may be in 
trouble," he added. 
We are writing to you to point out 
what we believe to be a gross miscar-
riage of justice. We are the Nancy 
Boxshus Fan Club <University of Flor-
ida Chapter> and it came as quite a 
shock to find out that our endorsed 
candidate was not chosen for the honor 
of University of New Hampshire 
Homecoming Queen. Sir; we wish to 
inform you that this is the first time in 
the long and illustrious history of our 
organization that our endorsed can-
didate has been refused the title. 
University of Florida Homecoming 
Sweetheart. The response was over-
whelming and we would have suc-
ceeded had it not been for a rule <writ-
ten in Pakastani l that she had to be a 
student at Florida. 
Cliff Adlerz, Treas. 
Leesburg, Florida 
horn-es, or those wanting to exchange 
hobbies and interests with students 
from other universities and colleges. 
We engage in an extensive screening 
of all homecoming queen candidates 
across the nation and after an exten-
sive and exhaustive computer search 
and analysis , we chose that candidate 
with the can 'l lose label. Ms . Boxshus 
was our first ever unanimous choice so 
you can just imagine the shock and in-
dignation, not lo mention the 
humiliation, that we have been forced 
to endure. 
Upon learning of the most unfor-
tuna re turn of events in your 
publication, weengaged in a massive 
write-in campaign to have her elected 
In conclusion, we would like to say 
that when we first laid eyes on your 
Ms. Boxshus we were all very fearful 
that the South's domination in having 
the most beautiful girls on campus 
was about to end. Your Homecoming 
Queen Selection Committee, in not 
choosing Ms. Boxshus, has laid that 
fear to rest and for that we thank you. 
Note to Ms. Boxshus: We guess that 
you 'll have to settle for second best 
and take the job with the modeling 
agency and hope that the rest of New 
England and the country is a better 
judge of feminine pulchritude than 
UNH. 
C.M. Gregson, President 
Groose Pointe, Michigan 
Thomas J. Stone. V .P. 
Jacksonville_, Illin?is 
Lenny Bubis, Operations 
Nashville, Tennessee 
Peter C. Mercer, Publicity 
Newport News, Virginia 
Jorge Hernandex, Research 
Miami, Florida 
R.K. White, SEC Rep 
Jacksonville, Florida 
Pen pals, 
To the Editor: 
I wonder how many of your students 
are lonely and would like to make '1ew 
friends. quite a lot of them-I should 
.imagine, those l"vjqg aw'Q' from.tbeic . 
Our organization can help these 
people by putting them in touch with a 
Pen Friend. It can be -someone living 
close or someone overseas, they 
choose the ~ind of person they would 
like to write to. 
We run a non profit making organi-
zation supplying names and addresses 
of people wishing to make Pen Friends. 
If you think any of your students 
w?uld like to get in touch with a pen 
friend perhaps you could print this let-
ter in your students union paper, or 
show it on your notice boards for all to 
see they"should write to the above ad-
dress enclosing a stamped addressed 
envelope. 
Thanking you in anticipation. 
All Nations Pen Pal Club 






To the Editor: 
I understand that it's very ap-· . 
propriate to honor the senior football 
players. They have worked very hard 
a~ their profession, and deserve some 
kmd ?f recognition. A.s each namewas · 
mentioned, the fans saluted. · 
It has become very apparent to me 
that th~ cheerleaders have rarely been 
recogn_1zed. ~eedless to say, I was 
very disappointed that the announcer 
could not mention three names. Being 
one of those cheerleaders, I would like 
to say thank-you for your courtesy. we 
have also worked hard and were there 
to _support the team . This is for 
Meighan, Mary and myself ... 
Marci~ Kahl 
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Joe Pass: jazz with class arts& 
entertainm.ent 
By Barbara -Malone 
Joe Pass, who performed solo 
last night in the Granite State 
Room of the MUB, played some 
of the most inspired jazz guitar 
this reviewer has heard in some 
time. 
His tasteful, subdued scale 
selections on standards like 
"Stella By Starlight" revealed his 
stylistic ingenuity as he finger~ 
picked the most melodically 
pleasing passages imaginable. 
Pass possesses a master's 
touch for approaching a jazz 
tune or "vehicle" as he calls it, 
zeroing in on the harmony while 
asserting a keen sense of timing, 
circling and interplaying :iround 






By David Grutter and 
Chris Kent 
Back from the pyramids, the 
Grateful Dead opened their 
current tour Monday and 
Tuesday nights at the Music Hall 
in Boston. The Dead was the first 
rock 'n roll band ever to play at 
the foot of the Great Pyramids, 
and their show Tuesday night 
locking in on a tireless im-
provisational technique. 
Pass, who is 48, has toured ex-
tensively with jazz giants like 
Oscar Pederson, Milt Jackson, 
and Louis Bellson. He came to 
the fore in jazz late in life with the 
1975 release of his "Virtuoso" 
Album. 
Prior to that Pass was a junkie 
for eleven years and a convict for 
five, until 1960 when tie arrived at 
Synanon, a Santa Monica, 
California rehabilitation facility. 
While Pass has paid his dues, 
he never emits a tired sound: 
each song receives a fresh in-
vigorating treatment. Still, he 
consorvod onorgy last night by 
making small talk with t~e 
seemed affected by that ex-
perience. 
The highlight of the first set 
was a 20-minute jam session. The 
Dead are reknowned for their 
ability and willingness to im-
provise onstage, but Tuesday 
night's jam was special. It 
featured drummers Mickey Hart 
and Bill Kreutzman, and the use 
of a new percussion instrument: 
audience and taking a lengthy 
break. 
Nevertheless, no one could feel 
disappointed or gypped because 
of the tremendous amount of 
energy he poured into im-
provising each song. 
Pass clearly possesses a facile 
knowledge of scales, as he would 
simply find m~lodic chords and 
breeze up, down and around them 
effortlessly. <He admitted to 
knowing some 180 chords.). 
Yet Pass's music never dism-
tegrates into mere technical 
brilliance. Instead he combines 
his technical brilliance with an 
intellectual and interpretive 
Q Wtll CllC.3.3 which allow;, hi;, 
music to flow. 
a drum that resemt>te<t a large 
tambourine without the met~l 
discs. 
Also in the first set, Bob Weir 
showed strong vocals on his new 
song "I Need A Miracle 
Everyday." That song is getting 
airplay on Boston radio station 
WBCN-FM. 
With spider-like speed his 
fingers fly up and down the fret 
board, the bass notes creating a 
rudimentary feel while the 
lighter notes errupt into the har-
monies he clearly loves. 
This was es~ecially true on 
Duke Ellington s "Satin Doll," 
which received a classical treat-
ment replete with tasteful 
modulations and warm, vivid 
tuudl l;Ulurauuiis. . 
'!'his was true also ·On ''Giant 
I 
Steps", a John Coltrane com-
position that proved Pass's 
Coltrane-like ability to im-
provise. 
Pass plays with an economy of 
style and emotion that allows him 
to draw the most from the selec-
tions he chooses, revealing his 
own interpretive gifts which, 
because of their melodic sense, 
are not unlike those of Charlie 
cnristian and UJango tt.nmehardt, 
two jazz guitar legends. 
Hart and Kreutzman went to The UNH Concert Choir performs last night at Johnson 
WBCN studios after the Tuesday Theater, under the direction of Cleveland Howard. (Dave 
night concert, and said that they La Bianca photo) 
felt that show was the better of 
the two shows in Boston. They UNH's Concert Choi·r and 
said the band was looser on 
Tuesday,afacttheyattributedto Sy..nphon;c Band per·~or..n 
the hassles on Monday night of • •., 11 J • • • ., 
opening a tour. _ 
The opening set Tuesday night, By Faith Backus under µettinger's direction, each 
aside from the jam and the new The UNH Concert Choir and section was not separate but part 
Weir song, also seemed rough- Symphonic Band performed an of a single-minded whole. 
edged and awkward, with long assortment of compositions last As the piece crescendoed to its 
pauses between songs, and night at the Johnson Theater, climax, the excitement was there 
obligatory performances of old from an old English madrigal to a not only in intensity, but in also 
material. modern piece with Spanish flair. emotion and tone. 
But when · they took the stage The Concert Choir, under the However, in the softer portions 
for the second set, the Dead had direction of Cleveland L. of the piece the tone was often 
regained their tigh't instrumental Howard, performed first. 'In shallow and tinny, especially in 
style, and seemed refreshed as "Barbara Allen," a madrigal, the the upper registers of the in-
they cooked on their medley of voices were clear and accurate, struments. 
"Wharf Rat/Going Down The allowing the eloquent melody to The Band finished with "Con-
Road Feelin' Bad/NQt Fade come through without distractin cert Fanfare" •by Herbert 
Away." embelishment. Bielawa, in which the voices of 
The audience was alr~ady on "I'm Going Home had all the the piece were well-coordinated 
its feet when the band delivered a richess of a !,'legro spiritual. weaving in and around each other 
superb cover of the Jlascals' Howard contrasted a deep, in an eccentric rhythm. 
"Good Lovin.' " The crowd dan- soulful alto solo by Lila Mori The Concert Choir and Sym-
ced and Dead members Weir, against the ethereal tone of high phonic Band performed together 
Donna Godchaux and virtuoso soprano. for the second half of the concert. 
guitarist Jerry Garcia played The third number, a folk tune, With Howard directing, the group 
and sang. was technically well-executed, presented "Celebrations (Can-
The only surprise of the but its stiff rehearsed tone tata No. 3)" by Vincent Per-
evening was Weir's better than depressed the song's playfulness. sichetti. It was a haunting piece, 
usual performance. He seemed to The UNH Symphonic Band, with a "2001, A Space Odyssey," 
have taken some fresh in- directed by Stanley D. Hettinger, like quality. The union of voices 
spiration from those pyramids, performed several pieces . In and band instruments was suc-
and let it flow all over the crowd "Chorale and Shaker Dance" by cessful, with neither dominating 
Tuesday night. John Zdechlik each section was the other. Although the words were 
Thanks to·bandi like the Deadt ~- precise i}l - ' its; . timing .,.13il'<J occasion~~ difficult to 
whet?er it ~,i~.Sg}yt, or Boston~;, ·phrasing ~,The mus§t~n~~~Ja~itj ~-.• sJistin~~i~f!~~t_!!Myrjcal beautiy of 
rock n roU,is.stJUJlltY.~and~eH :- - - ma-qe e~ch phra~ ,d1shpc1,--yet ~l;ie ~rk emerge<f_, 
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The ugly sister hams it up 
Larry Robertson, UNH's ballet instructor, 
warned his students that male dancers 
playing female roles are sometimes prettier 
than their female counterparts, 
He was right. 
In his guest performance as one ugly sister 
-.in the Boston Ballet's "Cinderella" last 
Saturday Robertson was certainly pretty. 
Pretty amazing. The 70 UNH student at 
Saturday's matinee would agree that Rober-
son's animated acting added a touch of class 
to the company's sfrong performance. 
"Le,:, Sylphidc,:,," t:hc plollc,:,,:, rornanli 
ballet was the first ballet of the afternoon. 
Michel Fokine's classical choreography with 
his soft corps de ballet undulating to 
Prokofiev's music, was as movmg as ever. 
The effect of the bl~e backdrop and the dan-
cers white tulle evoked "aahs" from the 
audience; they were like swans drifting in the 
blue strains of Chopin, their arms billowing 
With the tides of flutes and violins. 
There were technical problems with the 
corps' rhythms, but the individual dancers 
were well-staged. Their releves were. well 
timed with the piccolo trills from the or-
chestra. Stephanie Moy's exacting technique 
was perfect and Elaine Bauer's arms drew 
moons in easy, swan-down movements. 
The UNH' ers were anxiously awaiting 
"Cinderella" and Robertson. Finally the cur-
tains opened and when the two stepsisters 
sauntered out on stage, there was a flurry of 
"Which one, which one?" 
Their padded chests were the same dimen-
sions and their flounced petticoats very 
similar, but Robertson emerged as the-sister 
in a buttercup yellow sash. His mime was 
more lively and his stage presence more 
tangible than sister David Drummond's. His 
mock surprise reac;hed all the way back to 
the $4.00 seats. 
Robertson see sawed his knees and dan-
ced a merry mime straight to the hearts of 
the audience. His comic character role had 
little dancing, but he squeezed his role until 
it burst on stage. 
Laura Young was a strong Cinderella, 
almost crisp. One hoped for more starry-
eyed, 16-year-old pain, more ambrosia 
roses; she was very like her own glas~ slip-
pers with a silver, gilt-edged heart. 
· In her hearthside solo, she used her broom 
as an extension of her own feeli:r:_igs 
beautifully. She _ bowtied the broom and 
danced a pas de deux to "him." 
-Cinderella's Fairy Godmother made 
several appearances as a beggarwoman 
cloaked in green, sea lettuce rages. She 
finally droped her raged and dazzled in blue, 
whisking Cinderella away to her Fairy 
Kingdom where the Faires of the Four 
Seasons danced whirling tributes to their 
"season." 
Each dance had a different symbol 
lowered from above. The ,Fairy of summer 
sizzled in red fury, the Fairy of Spring dan-
ced a fleeting mayfly green and the fairy of 
Winter, a sprite in black and blue, twinkled 
on diamond tiara toes beneath a backdrop of 
silver snowflakes. 
The [ ou1· D1 a5onflic:::. 1 c::::.c:111l.Jlc:u ::.paLc:111c:u 
in slick leotards, the fairy kingdom was 
fabulous, a silver-spun wonder. 
The effects used in "Cinderella" worked 
very well; the modicum of props for a lavish 
production greatly enhanced the dancing. 
The econo!J1ical drops, such as a smiling sun 
for the Fairy of Summer, and the clock with 
pie slices of light indicating each fateful hour 
at the ball, were very effective. 
The chandelier-lit ballroom was another 
confection, a vision of sugarplums dancing: 
the waltzing couples sprinkled the evening 
with magic. Four brigadiers in platinum 
silver greatcoats alternated with couples in 
pink and maroon, the women twirling in leg 
o'mutton sleeves. 
Prince Woytek Lowski burst on stage in 
his high white ivory tower style and Cin-
derella, wrapped in pastel pink gauze, 
floated to him. she was almost over-
shadowed by Lowslsi's lyricism, but -they 
were moth light together. Lowski' s sphinx 
Prince had a white charger strength and soft 
flute hands. At the witching hoµr, a bevy of 
kid-sized dwarves charmed Cinderella away 
and the dis.traught Prince swirled his cape in 
aanguish. 
The discovery of the afternoon was 
Nicolas Pacana's juggler. His lither, jaguar 
jetes and elfish somersaulting were so 
feminine, he could have been mistaken for a 
female. Decked out in a skintight purple and 
blue-green suit, he darted through his fleet 
steps, a tumbleweek acrobat, displaying 
mock horror and Petrouchka sorrow. 
__$till, it was Larry Robertson who stole the 
show. He sashayed his skirts and beckoned 
to the audi~nce to join him ther?) on stage all 
the way · to his fuzzy bedroom slippers. W.hen 
tjle company assembled for the curtain wall, 
a warm yell went up from the UNH students 
as Robertson emerged. He continued his an-
tics when his "sister" grabbed the roses and 
ran; Robertson ras.:._ed after "her," a ham right 
up to the finale. Later, he claimed that the 
"fans" were so loud on stage, he couldn't 
hear all the extra apQlause. 
Farrah doesn't 
.fare well on film· 
By David Grutter 
Farrah Fawcett-Majors' first 
starring role in motion picutres 
is disappointing. In "Somebody 
Killed Her Husband", F.F.M. 
never wears a tight jump suit, , 
is constantly posing, and never 
gets a chance to demonstrate 
whether or not she has any true 
acting talent. 
"Yes, but she's Farrah!" you 
say. "Does it matter if she can't 
act?" you ask. 
Granted, Fawcett-Majors is 
stunningly, originally, maybe even 
eternally, beautiful. And, as 
Playboy magazine put it, she's 
"one true social/sexual/economic 
phenomenon of the seventies." 
But movies aren't like television 
and posters. A bad "Charlie's 
Angels" episode can be redeemed 
anoth~r weel,{-a movie is a one-shot 
deal. 
P~ters are great big business-
but they don't involve the sub-
stantial amounts of time, effort 
and money needed to produce 
a two-hour extravaganza. 
Movies-demand more than an 
ability to smile and toss one's 
hair about. People pay big money 
to be entertained, to escape reality. 
They want three-dimensional 
characters who can make them 
feel personally involved with 
what's happening upon that screen 
among their celluloid heroes and 
heroines. 
In "Somebody Killed Her Hus-
band,,,. Fawcett-Majors never 
becomes one of those characters. 
As ~enny Moore, a wife who 
is unhappy in her marriage to a 
ruthless _insurance executive, 
Farrah fails to be convincing 
in almost every scene. 
When she and lover Jerry Green 
<Jeff Bridges) find her husband 
dead on her kitchen floor, she 
- cries without tears, as if she fears 
damage to her make-up. 
Fawcett-Majors' performance . 
just doesn't reveal the meat of 
Jenny's character, the meat neces-
sary t<:> believe her pledge of 
undying love to Jerry when she's 
only known him a couple of days. 
It's not love she's talking about, 
but just the usual "Me Decade" 
infidelity. 
~ Bridges as Jerry acts more 
like another salivating adolescent 
admirer. 
· Fawcett-Majors dot.:::!"'t get 
much chance to act; she has ncu-:7 
a line to deliver in the movie's 
final scenes. Jeff Bridges dominates 
the entire· movie. 
The real problem with Farrah 
is that she isn't intense enough 
in her few dramatic scenes. Given 
what the part called for, a Clay-
burgh, Keaton, or Fonda could 
have had us weeping one minute 
and hopelessly in love the next. 
When the camera lingered on a 
pensive or mortified Farrah for 
to long, we saw her expression 
return to her patented toothy 
grin or seductively-parted-lip gaze. 
And in the obligatory bedroom 
scene, Farrah was about a~ion­
ate as the glossy stock on which 
her posters are printed. 
Fawcett-Major's performance 
in "Somebody Killed Her Husband" 
is no more exciting than her 
performance in last year's "Char-
lie's Angels" episodes. 
Joyce Selznick, the Hollywood 
agent responsible for the casting 
of "Somebody Killed Her Hus-
band", was quoted in Playboy 
as saying the part was a "good 
departure from what Fawcett-
Majors had been doing." 
Apparently Hollywood was will-
ing to gamble on Fawcett-Majors• 
appeal only to an extent; Selznick 
knew that the part didn't call 
for a strong performance from 
the female lead. 
"Yes, But she's Farrah!" you 
still say. Well, hearts did skip 
a. beat when Fawcett-Majors 
appeared on the screen in the first 
scene of "Somebody Killed Her 
Husband," but we could have 
seen a better performance on 
"Charlie's Angels." 
WUNH Program guide 
WUNH FM STEREO 91.3 "FREE WAVES" 
WEEKLY PROGRAM LISTINGS 
LP COMPLETES, EVERY EVENING AT MIDNIGHT: 
FRIDAY: Joan Arma trading, "To the Limit" 
SATURDAY: Dyan Diamond, "In The Dark" 
SUNDAY: Outlaws, "Playing To Win" 
MONDAY: Ultravox, "Systems Of Romance" 
SPECIAL PROGRAMS THISWEEK: 
FRIDAY: Progr-essive rock all day long. 
SATURDAY: UNH Football vs. UMass at Amherst. Walt Perkins and 
Lee Hunsaker will be there for WUNH to bring you all 
the action. Game time is at 1 pm., Pre-Game Show 
starts at 12:55 pm. 
SUNDAY: 








"Morningstar Music" Christian Progressive. 
Public affairs with Marc Strauss. 
Traditional music with Jack Beard. 
All-star jazz with Curt McKail. 
Conclusion of Human Dimensions. This week, 
death and dying are the subjects for the discussion. 
King Biscuit Flower Hour. Live music from Dave 
Edmund's, Edmund's Rockpile with Nick Lowe and 
Keith Richards. Second half of the show features 
Cheap Trick. 
Oldies but goodies show with Marshall Miller. 
This week, both so's and 60's music will be explored . 
. ~'.MbND:\¥: · • .f>.k.~. EJJemn~btassicalconoert : • • • ~ · 
• · • • • · · ~ · · · Mo pin'. • s1uegras5 Wit.h Ciizin' Richard. · . _ . 
10-11 pm. Thirsty Ear Program featuring Tint Cility. •• · ., f \ 
. c I I 
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The Concord String Quartet 
plays 
the BEETHOVEN CYCLE in SIX CONCERTS 
at 8:00 p.m. 
Nov. 19, Dec.1, Jan. 25 
Feb. 16, Mar. 3, Apr. 5 
Durham Community Church 
$2 each cont:eit, six concerts $10 
TICKET OFFICE, Memoriah Unton, 862-2290 
Mon. - Fri. 10:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m. 
Sponsored jointly by the UNH Fund, 
Community 
SPDR 
Dial New York direct for 
national scores and features! 
Mon.-Fri. 8a.m.-5p.m. 
Sun.-Fri. Sp.m.-11 p.m. 
Sun.-Fri. II p.m.-80.m. 
All Day Sat. 
Sun. 8a.m.-5p.m. 
!st Add·: 







@ New EnglandTelephone 
~-~-------/ classified ads-......_-
.. -cars for sale 
·1;5 CllH\'SLEH NEWPORT: 8 cyl. auto 
radio, very good running condition. $300 or 
best offer. 742-8044. 11 / 17 
l!lfiH \'.W. 1''actorv build camping van. Fold-
out bed. table cabinet space. 000-UO roof. 
$600 en<'. work with 2.000 miles. 6,000 mil 
warranfv. Brand new battery, shocks. spare 
batterv and starter $950. In grad school. 
-selling to break even. Mike 862-llll9. ll/21 
l!lli:i \'OLYO S_f<_;_I~,\~ l_~.!'i· Q~e_:;_ 1_1-~~ ~~!1. ~!:!! 
good for parts, tires, ~tc. Call 868-7578. ll/17 
1!17:i FOHD Pl:'l:TO Runabout Hatchback 
only 2:i,ooo miles. Metallic blue. Like new, 
Best Offer. Call 742-9237 after 5 p.m. ll/17 
1!17:! OPEL New inspection, snow tires. $400. 
Call659-2llll0. ll/17 • 
l!li5 FIAT 12-l SPOHT: 5-SP,. overdr. 22.~pg. 
combined, 4 new M1chelins, low original -
mill'age. needs only minor repair, engine 
great-peppy. $ Negotiable. must sell. Call 
Frank. 742-5018. 12!1 
l!liO HEU :\IUSTAMi CO:'l:\'EHTIHLE, 
·white interior. original 8 cyl~1der :351 
engine. recent body work, new tires, AM-
1''M stereo. Best Offer. Call or stop by--
Carrie, 868-9792, Hetzel 214. 12/1 
FOH SALE: 78 CAl\1AHO excellent condi-
tion, lllOO mi. V-8. lots of options. Call Kathy 
4:!6-81143 or 436-7007. II /21 
\'OL\'O 122 Pi\HTS for ' sale. Rims, Glass. 
Doors. Seats
1 
accessories. All very good con-
dition. reaay to go. Many other parts 
available. Call Bruce 868-5313 before!! a.m. 
Jl / 24 
l!li:i HV l>ASllEH. l<'ront Wh. Drive, 4 door-
wagon, automatic, power steering, no rust. 
excellent cond., 49,!.lOO mi .. $2995. 463-5521. 
11/211 
1!17-l IMTSU:'I: llAT<llB,\CK for sale. Good 
condition. 65,000 miles. $1500.00 Call 868-2567 
or 8611-2:376. 11/17 
1!171 ('llE\'HOLET for sale. Fair condition. 
$200.00 Call 868-2567 or 868-237(). 11/17 
1!17:: TO\'OT:\ CELI(",\ ST 4 spd. air cond .. 
vinyl roof. rear def.. new battery, :30 mpg., 1 
owner. $9!:15 Call 862-2090 or 74!:1-3478. 11/17 
l!lfi9 \'W Hl'(i $495.00 AM-1-'M Stereo radio. 7 
Michelin tires. New items: 4 fenders, run-
ning boards , battery. gas tank, , steering 
whPel. horn muffler. brakes. Spent over 
$2.000.00 in repairs during last year. Needs 
verv little work now. Ordered new car for 
deli"very in December. $50 deposit will reser-
ve this VW. Tel: 742-5919 before 8:30 a.m. or 
lateevenings. 11/17 
1!17-l To~· ota Corona. in good conu11111n. Auto-
matic, AM-FM. New tires. 80.000 miles. Lots 
of life left. book value $2.200. Need money 
and wili sell for $1,300 or best offer. Call 
D.over °A2-39llll after 5: ()()or weekends. 12/12 
11 ... ,.! 'i2 ltl'nault 12. 4 door. automatic trans-
mission, AM-FM Radio. 56.000 miles, good 
radials, good body, asking $1500.00. Can 
negotiate call 1168-2259 leave a message. 12/1 
l!li:: Pontiat· Lt•mans with snow tires. plus 4 
regular tires. Bea·utiful engine recently 
tuned, runs like a dream after 96.000 miles. 
Well be inspected next week. $1,000 or best 




A1>t. for rent at Stagecoach Annex--Quiet 
rural atmosphere. 1 bedroom, large living 
area. fuft kitclien and· runv -furriished. $}(;() mo. 
plus utilities. Call Kevm at94::!-8215 alter II p.m. 
12/ 8 
:1 BOO:\I EFFICIE:'\6; lt()Sli::: ·eriifrelv 
renovated, excellent neigryborhood. i.nsulated 
no pets. secm:ity d~pos1t and relerences. 
regri_geralor included. $200 month plus 
utilities. 942-7640. 12/I 
cmtTL,\ff s.\\\; - $'.ls Aladin Heater 
(Kerosene) $50. Super-8 Movi~.-~amera $?5. 
!-luper<ll Movie Pro.iector $75. Power Drills 
12 1 $10 l'aeh. Call 742-7:lllti l'\'Pnmgs. or 81jll-
2!124 and lt•avt• a message for Janet. 12/1 
Pt.\:'\O.- New Kohler & Campbell° ·eonsole. 
I<:xe. cond. will lake best offer. MPdilerrcan 
BPdroom set. 4 piece. fairly nPw. good con-
dition $500. We're moving out of state. 4:l6-
ll241l. Keep trying. 12/J 
l'i!OFESSI0:\ 1\L IW,\H 11.-fri:\(i 
Bl< ·Y< 'LK Modified Haleigh international. 
22 inch frame. Many Campagnolo parts. 21 
lb. s:100. Call Harry 74~-i>202. 11 117 
1!17:: llOIMK,\ :\IOTOHC\TLE 125 cc . Onlv 
471i milt•s. i-:xet>llcnt condition' 2 Pxlra tirl'·s 
and helmet. $400. l "all Paul 749-:l510. 
()() \'Ol' TAKE \ '11';"\:\lf:\S·?-Then why not 
take the BkST"? '.'JATllHAL west coast 
famous SHAKLt-:1': ,·it ams AIU: the hes!' 
lkvl'iopP<i in a spe«ial way by the man who 
madP the Jst \' ilamins for human eonsum-
~{l~~:~~~<; 1~~cts~~~~i0~i~s~0~~1inJM~:c~:~1i 
Hov. 1;59-2140. 1112i' 
(;1~.-\llL\TIO:\ (;OW:\:• lncludt>s eap and 
LA lassie 1white1 for Woman approx. 5·1; .. 
U'.'JH Hoyal Blue. Call ll61l-2848. 
SI.I! C\:\IEIL\: Nikkorex :l5mm f2 55mm 
!~~1~ built in li~ht meter. Asking $95. Call 65!1-
b.l.l. 
\\0:\IE:\'S DBESS BOOTS: 1 pair of red-
brown leather boots. which an• beautiful hut 
too big for me'. The_y"re size 7' ~ a~d w~re 
worn only once. Asking $:lll or BO. (all Ell,v 
;it 2-1 Hi4 or llli8-!l(ili2 and ll•a\'t' a nwssagl' 1f 
-rm out. . 
STEHEffFOH S,\LE: -$250. 3SP£ED ELEC-
Tii°OP~IONI<' WITH "-THACK TAPE 
HEC1'~1VEH & HECOHD1':H. Al\1-1"M radio. 
2 speakers also includl'd. l'all Bet. 12-11 p.m. 
74!1-4214. 11 / 21 
.\in'ISTS ,\:\I> .-\BT S'ITllE:'\TS - TWO 
ASSEMBLED CUSTOM MADI-~ CANVAS 
FHAMES FOH SAL1'~ One 4 x 4' ~ft. one 4x4 
ft. Must sell. $10 each. Call 1162-2714. Ask for 
Betsv. 11/17 
(ilL\nt;1\TtO:\- C\P ;\:\J) '<;-ow\ I-;ffR 
SALE. Female- 5ft. (i in .. 1:1;; lb .. cap size IP 1. 
$!100. Call 862-2714. Ask for Betsy. 11/17 
si·i-:n Ef> ('i).\f1•0:....~::\·i·s fo1: s:ile. Mi1rimtz 
IOfiO - $120, ADS 550 speakers $150. Dual 1225 
with ortofon cart. $100. Nova-Pro Head-
phones $12. Call Bruce 861l-5:H:l before !I a.m. 
11/24 
S.-\l~E. iu;;,\usTi<. s;r..\....:...1ii' it~:('~; -1\;E-I{ .. 2 
Hl'alistie MC-500 speakers. LAB-14 BSH tur-
ntable. All for $225. Also. Hart King·s Hook 
Skis 1175 cm> with Solomon /Binaings -
$100: Nordica Boots (women's size 6':· > $50. 
Call Joan at 2-2154 or1llill-9612. 12/J 
:\tl'SldA:'\S: 1fot·:\:11 ·s\'sT•::\I fell: saie. 
Vacalmaster svstem with 2 mies & sta11d. 
Call Joe LaBonle 862-:1225. 11/21! 
Ci)i,t.E(il,\;f~; i-ll d.l'B-:l eords ,\·oOd un-
split 4-f\" lengths $55.110/cord deliverrd. 
$45.00/cord take with. Call Seott llti2-l:l4:l. 
11 / 17 
FOH SALE: L\l>IES (iEHH\' ski parka. 
Green. 11 ~ yrs. old & still warm $40. Call 
Sara 861!-5236. 11/21 \ 
Hi•alisti(: St1•1;1·i1 BN•t•i\·1·r i.:i ·watts/chan. 
With Realistic 41lA solomatic turntable and 
speakers $i0. I pair cross eountrv ski boots. 
size 44. $25. I pair ce skis with bindings $10. 
Call 1!62-1652 ask for Steve. Hm. 4. 
Ei.EC'l;HH .. 'l;\'1•1-:winTEit roi· · s~lie: 
\'01.\'0 _ i:\ ST:\ Wi\GO'.'i. 4 sp. AM-FM, OLIVETTI LETTEHA :!ti. Good condition. 
Michelin Radials. Runs well. Excellent Ha rely used. $125.00 742-ti24!>. 12/ 5 
Hody, $2200 pr b.o. 207-384-5962 after 5. ll/17 s~c)w 'ffttES! Special Hydrophyle com-
:\IEBCEBES ti-l -l!IOt'. no rust, excellent I ft~~1~~laforo~i:1~r l~fr;e s~ t:1t>1~ll 't1;~~~11:i°~ ~~~d 
shape. runs well. new radials and muffler, IPss!h_'.~1.1 3,000 mil~s: $50: 742~ti249. 12/l' _· 
$1 IOO or b.o. 207-:lll4-5962 after 5. Jl/12 Gn·at pair of Easy Hidn Boots worn only 
------------------ ~ five ti ms Worth. $45, will sell for $20. Huhlwr 
1!178 Oldsn;ohilr Starfirt• llatchhack. spoi·ts 
model many extras V-6 5 speed, Asking 3,!:1!:15 
( "all 664~7795 or 742-971:! as]{ for Ellen 12/5 
for sale 
FH\'E BOOTS - Size ll' ~ women's. Ex-
soles. waterproofed. size six . l'all Sarah li:i!:l-
5159. 11 / 17 
Fiir Sali·: · Snow Tin·s. 78 x J:l (;lass Helts-
llave warrantv. in excelll'nl condition. $:>0. 
Ask for Bruce or Cindy lltiH-!lfill:l. 12/ 1 
wanted 
Cl'llent condition. onlv \\"Orn a fe1r times c loo , . , . . • 
small> , H,i-gh . sli~'-ons. ~etge .• ~rqi;inal ~fl!"! : • l{V',/i\}· 1~ ff<; ~Wt\ . • T.EJJ; Jo . lm~~ .ap~i't- · 
sl'lling for $-l:l or besl olkr. !\lei. 21!1 Scott. ment o.n Mam St.. Newmarket. Mmute walk 
Hli!Hl/!15. 11 /~1 to Karr Van stop. $!l7/ month. plus approx1-
mately $5.00 month electric. Call Ma-tf. 659-
2535 a! 6:30 p.m. 12/1 -
PEHSO:'I: OH COUPLE WANTl<:D TO 
SHARE HOUSE IN Portsmouth w/couple . 
Rent $125/mo. plus util. $125 secµrity 
deposit. Prefer vegetarian or light meat 
eater. Call Kim or Joe at 431-1571after4:30 .. 
11/21 
\\.'i\'.'iTED: used 60/40 Mountain Parka 
to fit med. build female. Approx. price: 
SJO. Call Linda-work 862-2100, home 742-0293. 
11/17 1 
ii"l·si>ollsib1l-~·m·k-.. rTookTn-g for small 
room, shed, etc. for building Christmas toys 
in exchange for carpentry or maintenance 
work or a beautiful ·round top blanket/ 
treasure chest. Bret. rm. 215. 868-9748. 
help wanted 
AVON HEPHESENTATIVES needed in 
Durham. (Male or female) Earn $40 out of 
~very,$100 sold. Phone Gen Smith 742-6&66 
for appt. 12/1 
j.~IN fXn'i;RS!- SkiersTExciting and inter-
esting jobs at Lake Tahoe, California. Good 
pay, skiing, sailing, casinos. discos. No 
experience requireo. Send$3.00 for infor-
mation to: SKIWORLD, Box 61035. Sacra-
mento, CA 95825. ll/24 
MEN! WOMEN! Jobs--Cruise Ships! 
Freighters! No experience. High pay! See 
r..urope. ttawa11. Australia, So. America, 
Winter, Summer! Send $2.75 to Seaworld, 
Box 61035. Sacramento, CA 95825. 11 /24 
P1WT-'rt:\JE SALES HEPHESENTATIVES 
We are new and growing rapidly in the field 
of energy conservation. Three positions 
must be filled immediately. Sales experience 
helpful but not necessary. Call Sue--868-
7405 after 5 p.m. Jl/17 
PAHT-TIME JOHS-Rl<i l\JO:\E\':Accmmting, 
Law or Pre-Law students preferred. 
All aggressive, articulate;.. hungry students 
o.k. Need sales reps for Ct"S/LSA'r Cassette 
Home Study Programs. Call Jim Dee at 
Totaltape, fnc. Toll 1''ree 1-800-874-7599. In 
1''lorida call collect 904-876-8261. 1505 N.W. 
16th Ave., Gainesville, f''L 32604. 11/24 
:\l.\KE s100.ooo I:\ l'ASll ! If you ~uy the· 
..Circle of Gold .. memorandum you will have 
extremely good chanees of making $100.000 
in cash. 'the price is $100 but you make your 
inve$tment right back as soon as yo,u. se_ll 
your ·2 copies of the memorandum . 1 hts 1s 
ver~· legal. Interested? Call Richard at 
74!1-45!:14. Jl/17 
$611.000-iN--fi>-UH-M:EKS guaranteed! -Ab-
solutely legal and foolproof. Send . self-
addres"sed-slamped envelope to: Jim Page. 
Box 534. Martinsville, NJ 011836. 11/24 
s111<1 PLUS w"t:E"Ki~Y-- MAll-:11'\<; uli=-
<'llLARS! ! Free Supplies, Immediate 
Income Guaranteed! Send Self-addressed 
stamped envelope to:· Homeworker. B427-
6HN,1roy. MT59935. ll/17 
PAID PHINTIN(i pi)stTI0,"1: -- fil ·-Mus<> 
opening next semester. See Laura in Rm. 1411 
of the MUB for details and applications. 
Jl/17 
WE AHE ·wc>Ki"NG"-f.11tt -a - rriendly ·and 
capable student who would be interested 
in doing some part-time housework in 
Portsmouth. Please call 436-8190 evenings. 11/24 
SKllNSTltUC'roi{ -p,\it·i·-Tl:\IE -weekends 
and holidays, downhill cross-country! junior 
racing. Experience not necessary. wi 1 train. 
Egon-Zimmerman Ski School, P.O. Box 6111. 
Laconia, NH 03246, 603-524-4855. 12/4 
Posttiol1./\ninaiif.:-.ialuiarvl:-1!1i!1. il.faT!1re 
couple needed for supervision of nine High 
School-aged bovs. Send letters and resumes 
to: A Retter ·chance. 10 Stark Avenue, 
Dover, NH 03820 or call 862-1083 Mon-Fri 
8a.m.-4:30p.m.11/21 ,,, 
~•:~:1tt::1:;--.\T ·fr~«~·i.:?" secreGiry ibookk.eeP!iig 
knowledge. 8:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. Mon.-
Fri. Flexible. Work-study preferred. but not 
necessary. Call Gayle 742-8771! after 5 p.m. 
\\i;i,itt-<I: - WOrk-studv - sludeni ici assist in 
Universilv Nursery ·school 1 located across 
from Stilfings. 1 Approximately 12-15 hours/ 
week. To begin immediately. Call 2-214fi .. 
'.Jl/17 
services 
IL\\'E ,\ C·\H PIWBLE:\I"? Hring it to us. 
Wf -a.re Jwo. quaJi(ied. mechanics wqo, do 
inexpensiv~ eltt !-op ~u11filywork. Our prrces 
and services cannot be beat! Paul 6:l9-2:l82 
or 868-9730. 
PHOFES~·-;n~p·~~ afTtS- be5lby 
Universitv Secretarial Associates. Theses/ 
resumes ·our specialty. IBM correcting 
Selectric. choice of stvle/ pitch. Competitive 
rate for superior work. Call Diana 742-4858. 
12/5 
BAttTi::~l>Et:ff:·,)n (ttl{f:. -we- handte -aiiv 
function: Weddin~-, Anniversaries. send-
offs. Gradu.ativri Pledge Parties. Verv 
experrenced, call ete at 2-1637 or 868-!:1715. 
11121 
1)is(·o. tightsliow. Sound rental for parties. 
nightclubs, concerts. discotheques. Hire th<' 
bes-I. "C:iff Tlie Dancing Machine Sound and· 
Light Co. 603-4:~5 -4:l31. 11/21 
T\'Pl:\(i--Letters, resumes. repol'ts. thc5esj 
dissertations. 20 years- experience. Cal 
749-26!:12. 12/1 
Sf WT c)i{ tL\ltl> (·1),TXn·- i:E~s11ttTng-~it 
a reasonable fee structure. For more infor-
mation call Dr. Edward Godnig Optometrist 
at 431-401!8. 12/1 
T\·pj~(;....:...55-cer1tsa-pg: Spelling- co-rrected. 
Call Crystal 742-4197 a Tier 8 p.m. 11/17 
pif~:<i:\AN'r?--Need heip? <.:ail 868-544'9 or 
436-5558. Bii:thright provides pr~gnancy 
testing. pre-natal care .. co.unsehng for 
emotional. personal and family problems. 
shelter homes counseling for financial help, 
jobs and legal assist<lnce. Birthright Coun-
seling, .Inc .. PO Box 6:1:1. Portsmouth. NH 
O:lllOl. 1 l / I7 
.i•><i<it~<i1Exl-:iffist::Viog:l-affi-:ii1on~al1d 
Wed. for 5 weeks beginning Nov. 20th 
Newmarket Town Half 10:00-11: 15 a.m. 
$15.00. For additional information: 65!:1-2ti67. _ 
11/21 
·h·p1 ~<i 65-cenis -pei; page. -P~1per supplied. 
Will pick up and deliver on. campus. Call 
anytime 436-1!248 and keep try mg. 12/1 
·i~t"roHs~\\'.\tL,\Ht.~:: If ~you're sick of 
magical answers to vour tech . course 
prof>lems. TBll honor siudents offer FHEE 
tutoring sessions Tu~sday. i~OO pm at the 
M.E. Loungl' . .JUsl off the Kmgsbur~· lobby. 
11 / 17 
rides 
Rll>E :'\:EEDED TO: t,1)(;,\:'\ Airport, Mon .. 
21st before 7:00 p.m. & back on 27th al 7:30 
p.m .. will pay for gas. Call Gundi, 2-1649.1!68-
9795. 12/1 
Bll>E :\EEDEl>TO Bethlehem or Allentown 
Pennsylvania for Thank~giving. Call Nancy 
at 2-1359 or 868-9705. Win share expenses. 
11/21 . 
IHDE WA:'\TED from Kennebunkport-:-
Maine area to DurhaP1 and P"Ck. Tuesdavs 
and Thursdavs. Must reach lJNH II :00 a.m. 
depart anvtime after :!:30. Expenses shared. 
Call Pauli 967-3:!1 I days, %7-:l047 nights. 
11 / 17 . 
Hit11»111•pdt'd to :'\\'(' or dcinitv (:\.JI on 
Tut•s. :\m·. 21 and rl'lurn Sun. W. ·c111 L(•a\·(• 
an~·tinw! Will ht' ha1>11v to shan• stori1•s. 1•x-
IH't1s1·s :111d dridng. Pl(•as1• call Bru1·1• at 2-
11;;:.; or lllil!-!17 l:i Hm. :110 11 /21 
Bidl'rs wanh·d < Thanksgidng >: destination 
near Jct. NYS Thruway/Mass Pikl'. near 
Albanv. Lea\'ing Wed. afiout noon. Good hit-
ching or get picl<ed Hp. Call Ellen. Hm 104. 2-
1226 orH61l-~lti67. 11/21 
roommates 
SinJ.(h• pt•rson ($1aO> to share house with 
all facilities. Very large bedroom. Easv 
walking distance lo campus. Unfurnished. 
Available immediatelv. Marcia Wilde. 868-
7485. l l/17 . 
St•pk room near Dm:hiiln -to- stay in .l\\·o 
nights per week. Currently commuting from 
Portland. David Finkelhor. Hcsearch Scientist 
Sociology Dept. 2-2761. 12/ H 
:\t:t·<r ii-feimit .. - riXlmmiiti·- fo ·share :l-bedroom 
Apt. in Newmarket. Own room. On Kari-
van route. $i0/ mo. plus utilities. ,Jan.-Aug. 
Call anytime. 659-2507. 12/5 
:\10:'\ETAH\' HEWAIW given .if you find. a 
gold-signet pinky . ring with. 1mbals . KSB 
engrave. Bc.:.f~ved .{Q b<', lost 111 l;Jam-Sm1th 
if found please call 742-4621!. ask fo r Kan·n. 
11/17 
1~i1i·iF aSllverch~lir1 link bracelet. If found 
please return to Yvonne--Stoke 610 or call 
2-1140. Has sentimental value' 11/21 
FittT,li:- Grev -w-oman'a -J<lci<et alfdctlrs 
Auditorium 'l"hurs. Evening. Call Ellen 
862-3118. 
Si·1·1..-a i5(·~·;·~;1s 6()/~o- green wit~ .red plaid 
lining lost at party Ill Newmkt Friday 11 / 10 
with set of car kevs--Heturn either or lo 
MUBinfo. (noquestions1. I1/21 
PERSONALS 
GRATEFUL DEAD !<'ANS ARE THE BEST! 
11/17 
l'at. ll1•1'. Soph. Laur. Hkh. Erk. and ('hm·k. 
Thanks for making a nwmory. Lo\'e. 
cakl'face. 11 / 17 
.J."ll. ltli floor lluhhard:. 110\r about" a· night 
out on the town or would you prefer vour 
place'' Don't turn me .down! Hopt• to hear 
\'our answer soon. St•P '"'around. 11 / 17 
(;mi, \\T\TEll: Wisl~ to date a happ~' well 
adjust Pd :voung lady agl' lll-21!. lfrpl~· PO Box 
1!112 Hochester, N.11. or call :l:l2-:1!HiH. Tom. 
To tlw 0111•1•11 of tlw Shot•r: Man~· apologil'S 
lor lhl' ahu~e session last TuPsday night. 
What a good sport ~·ou an•' .!. ( ·~1n "t m1it l<,J sel' 
thal ··southern l'~xposunr' \our Pals from 
thl' Pit. P.K .. Claud. your roomie. titanic and 
higLt•l•.11 / 14 
Yrrki1·~ :'l:a1ll'vi You an• so crochet! t i.l'. 
capril'iOUSI 11/14 
.-\ 1111hlil· apolog.'· is hl•l11g mad(• lwca~1se of a 
·•ross oVPrsighl. The two naughty girls fcpl 
nw~· havl' repented enOl!~h and beg the 
forgive1wss of onl' L.-C&N 11 / 14 
Wl'. the pfodges of Sigma Nu . .,\·ould iike to 
sa\' to our big brolh~rs that. although: . B1.ll 
1nll and llarrv wont. Don d()('s and l\la1 k 
rnn·t. Wog should and Chuckles could. Crow 
might. hut not without a pant. Paul has. but 
not as much as JW. Wh1ll' Mo and Dean 
thought it was wrong. And Tl'rry said that 
Brian would. But onlv if Joll!l could-. We 
know they ' rl' all hot shits anyway. 
··]1ev DI! Yotir bo.ringest huddit•s far across 
thl' t>cean miss you. We need our quartl•r-
back for fag football. Your ri~h ·unele died 
and ldt vou all his m ... Spontaneitv" From 
En1~land in Spain. a Ill/GE BEA}{ lll/G. 
Lovt' ''"· Ml'lissa and H<'t'. ··I l/J7 
A'l"J'I-~N;rfo~.f past and prcspht Snnda~· night 
l\IUB PUB fans lrom Christensen' 
HEU'.'llON at thl' PUB this coming Sunday! 
Com<' and help us celehrall' ... Laurit's 
coming home. Plan vour \n•ekencl so vou ean 
party and dance to i>ldit>s. Cathy and Linda. 
11 / 17 
Sodz: This is m<>r<' tharr a littll' lakt'. liut I 
still want to wish \'OU tlw happiness. sur-
prisl's. Ion'. and smiles which wen• ~·ours on 
,·dur B-da\· -l•verda\' of vour lif<'. Love. 
Katy . . . 
Bi·nnhilda: Shall I compare lhl'e to a sum-
ITil'l .. s dav" Thou art mon• of a 1>---- and 
mueh 1mirl' \\·----. Would likt• that not that 
r<'n .. , I f<'lt I owed \·ou om•. l'ossihl~· (;immy 
0. I~ossihlv sonwor-it• l'lsl'. 
I>l-ar .ii~mv Olson: Lois Lane nl'ed~ 
sonwom· to d1i some proofreading. light coli~· 
Pditing. Appl~· in pl'rson at Hoom 12:1. ,a 
l\laison Efran~t'n'. 1ma1s lanlasl1Cflll' 1• Au 
Ht•rnir. ii.Ion B1ankelt• ell' Sl'l"llritr. 11 i l7 
Moosl"ehips: I lo\'(' you!! Sig1wd. Snookum,; 
I Ji 17 
To girl n•turning to '.'it·\~markl't from Sall·m 
Sundav 11 112: I found a pair ol glassl's 111 m~· 
whill' 'l'ovota. ('all 6:i!l-:l~74 1al"!Pr :i::10hPsl1 
to claim il/17 
!'HISTH;\DAl\1llS llOllDl'.'il ofll'rs st•anl'l's 
" ·ith Sir Isaac Nl'wlon. Allwrt ~:insll'in. or 
tlw cl<'ceas('(l scholar of your ehoice. 
$2~l ' st•ssion. Gn•at for fl•l·h. studl'nl~ who 
nePcl hl•lp. Box !1!1!1. Translavania. 11 / 17 
Ho1im• · Nt•xl target-l!ar\'anf"? S1g1wcl .. /. 
Dt•vil;; .. 11 / 17 ' 
:\Z Sistl'rs and nlt•dgt•s. (;oo<l l\lorning.' llow 
an• rnur !wads~ Thanks for till' ~n·at tune al 
· ·1 1ikt· llikt•. ·· Pika Bro11wrs & l'll'dgl's. I I 117 
Tlw brothl'rs and plt•gdes of Pi Kappa Alpha 
would Ii.kt• to thank till' sisll'rs a1.1.d pk<i.i{l's <!! 
Alpha X1 l>l'lla for shanng lhl' l'1k<' 111ku 
togelhl'r. ll i l/ 
Hoh .. Jo1rn. (;n·~. Doug. Boh. & i\likt•. - just . 
\ranted to sm· I m n•all~· glad you dl'clcll•cl to 
takl' ml' in. f"m happy lo lw 11rn1g with ~"<HI 
and 111011 n•all~· appn·<·tall's t'\'t'r.,·th111g 
vou\·c· do1w for us. lfopl' all ol >«HI han• a 
\Tr~· Ila pp>· Thanksgi,·ing . S<'t' >«t soon , :\rf '. 
:\rt' SllYU > 
lll'an•st (;t·orge. ~«>11'rp as s\H't'I as a rosc·-
Lo1·p ya. -Thanksll .Jan . JI 17 - __ -__ 
\'. Seuh•: This is the LAST CALL TO 
IJAHTi\H>lJTll' ThPla Dell rPcein•d lh(' 
:;.~\\~1:r~:F~;l~A it;l~\~~ 1~X1u~(i~1f\~ 11 f~J1i) ·\· tlw 
To all the people who have had a really. rough 
weel<. i>~l'vorte hti~tb tet lodse tflts'Wt>ekend 
and go wild. Especially C.D .. L.S .. J .L. K.A. 
B.M .. R.L .. and P.0.-11 / 17 
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- VP finalists chosen 
VP FINALISTS 
continued from page 1 
here on Nov . 29. Spitz will 
visit on Dec. 6. 
Stephen Miller has been Associ-
ate Provost at Northwestern Uni-
versity for three years. 
Six years before that Miller 
was Harvara University's Assoc-
iate Dean of medicine. 
Miller received#a PhD in socio-
logy from St. Louis University 
in 196:~. 
Gordon Haaland has been Dean 
of liberal arts and sciences at the 
University of Maine since 1975. 
Haaland was Chairman of the 
UNH psychology department 
from 1970 to 1974. 
Haaland received a PhD in 
social psychology from the Uni-
versity of Ncvv York at Duffolo. 
Johnson has been acting Vice 
President for Academic Affairs 
at San Diego State University 
since 1977. 
Before holding that position, 
Johnson was Dean of the College 
of Sciences for eight years. 
Johnson received a PhD in 
plant ecology from the University 
of Colorado in 1956. 
George Byrne has been the 
Dean of Research at Oregon 
State University since 1970. 
Byrne had been Dean of 
oceanography for six years' be-
fore that. 
He received a PhD in marine 
geology from the University of 
Southern California in 1957. 
An open facuU;y meeting, spon-
sored by the Search Cornmittee 
and the Faculty-Council, execu-
tive branch of the Faculty Cau-
cu:;, is plaunE'.d for each finalist. 
The first open faculty meeting 
will be with Miller on Monday, 
from 3 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. in the 
Murkland Auditorium, Gadon 
said. 
"The candidates will make a 
short presentation and then there 
wilJ bo questions :;ind answors 
directed at the candidate," 
Gadonsaid. 
Student Government will meet 
with the individual candidates in 
a closed meeting of a select num-
ber of representatives. 
Gadon said, "We're having 
forms printed now that will give 
everyone an opportunity to rea~t 
to the candidates." 
Low voter turnout 
ELECTION 
continued from page 1 
equally and did affect voter turn-
out." 
Hansen said she was unaware 
of the staggered time schedule. 
"I was very upset about the 
staggered closings. I wish there 
had been more publicity on it 
beforehand but I don't think it 
had any effect on .the voting " 
said Donnelly. ' 
Cox called the staggered closing 
unfortunate and said he hoped 
the rt~n-off would be sufficiently 
organized so that this wouldn't 
occur again. 




THANKSGMNG IS TIRJRS:-, NOVEMBER 23 
The Red Carpet 
Flower & Gift Shop 
Durham, N.H. 
QAQ-70?1 
Quality Eyewear - Excellent Service 
Come see our huge selection of 
Eyeglass Frames-You Can 
Afford the Jlest ! 
In-Store, Lab-In-Store Tint.ing 
FREE ,ADJUSTMENTS-REPAIRS 
Prescriptions Fllled - Lenses Duplicated 






THE INTlllaANll CA•D 
) 749. 2094 
pnly an .hour for lunch? 
That's all the time 
you need for a cut, 
5tyle and blowdry at 
Hours 
Mon.-Sat. 9-5:30 
Thurs. Eve till 8 
29MainSt. · 
Durham 
DEC. 7& 8 
MUB 
~:st::lt:PH:stO:stN:stE:s!S=c!B~St:51-7t:t:05t:t1t::lt:!iil_ ~UJ~UllO~~dlUJ~tftfUJUJtfUJtftf~~- , 
At last ... a jean for gals that fits in all the right places ... not too big in .the waist. .. 
not too tight in the hips. The jean with the chic fit. In prewashed 14 oz. denim at 
$22 and in navy, tan and brown cotton/poly corduroy for $23. Sizes 4/5 to 15/16 
Available in the newest straight leg s,tyle. Buy 'em long and turn them up ~r buy 
you r ,_ orrect inseam. Either way you'll own a great fitting pair of jea~s. by 
H.I.S .. : .. for HER. 
Hours: Monday-Saturday, 9: 30-5: 30; Thursday 9: 30-9 
' I I I J l JI 1 I I I 
~ r I I I .f I 
PAGE SIXTEEN , 
ShOe 
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• comics 
. by Jeff -M~cNelly 
PERSONALS 
TO THE OWNER of the, 
Green Mercury wagon. 
Lic.N"o. YVA.8'al<l: . 
your lighls are on. 
DoOnesbury by Gary Trudeau 
TRY '10 KEEP Ya!R 
SP/R/75 UP, SIR.. I'M 
SIJ/?E YOUR TIMB IA/Ill - UH.~ 
~ COtE. PJHY, JUST /.{)()k YEAH. 
: AT 7llE aJMe/JACI< OIJR I 
o OWN P/?EMICR TENG 
~ MAOE PECBfll.Y ! 
, o I 
JI 
USTCN, I H4VE ;:;-
70 MEET tu/lH MR.. - "THAT 
/)(//<E NW,_ I'll fAJOUW 
TRY 70 PYT IN A 8& RNE. 




I CE!<TAINlY - YCAH. 
WANT 70 IJ//SH SI/Me 70 
YOlJ '!118 ecsr 'IOU, LITTlE 







by Tom K. Ryan 
POC'Tt>R! LOOK WHAT '""'\ 
I FOUNl7 WHIL..E CLE:ANING l 
lr'S A PAINTINET !/ONE ~y -If WAS LJNPER A PtL.e OF ''PILGRIMS 
ONE OF MY EARL'{ ANCE:STORS! GO HOM~'' WAGON SllCKERS ANO 
OUT MY llPI ! ... C. COL-LJM~LJS ReWARP POSTI:RS! 
© 1978 u·mted Feature Synd icate . Inc . 
col~egiate crossword 
ACROSS 
1 Edible fruit 
6 High-ranking angel 
12 Goatl i ke ante-lope 
..J.4 City in Missouri 
15 Barbed spear 
16 Extra bit 
17 George's lyricist 
18 Calendar word 
20 Weather outlook 
21 Sun ·-
23 Element ;;54 
24 Mineral suffix 
25 Longest river in , 
France 
. 27 Edge 
~8 As yet (2 w~s.) 
...,-.-:--+--+----+--4 29 Stereo accessory 
© Edwnrd Julius, 1978 _Collegiate C\'J78-20 
31 More contemptible 
32 Prevaricatect--




40 "My - Sal " 
41 Golfer J.C. 
43 carry 
44 Famous bandlea0er 
46 11 Aba - Honeymoon 11 
47 Arthur Godfrey '·s 
instrument -
48 Young girls 
50 Cone-bearing tree 




56 Hi res -
57 Fortifications 
58 Wise guys 
DOWN 
1 Ancient monarch 
2 Fort or Tv· western 
3 Sports official, 
for short 
4 Debatable 
5 Plain.s Indian 
6 Type of car 
7 Whirlpool 
8 Ori ve into 
9 Shad-like fish 
10 Soap ingredient 
(2 wds.) 
./ 
11 Mad ~ 
12 Mr. Wills 
13 Showed scorn 
14 Sin city 
19 Peevish state 
22 Type of candy 
24 - - found 
- 26 Decree 
\ 28 Well-known hotel 
30 Understand 
31 Container 
33 Vague discomfort 
34 City in Washington 




38 Ancient Italian 
people 
39 Dazed condition 
40 Surges of wind 
42 Bar game 
44 - Julius Caesar 
45 Time of life 
48 French city 
49 Tale 
52 Brother 




continued from page 3 
own name to the form, and that 
caused a lot of trouble. Students 
didn't understand things like pre-
requisites." · 
__ "I think students had an atti-
t11de coming out of the sixties of 
'Let me alone, do~ your own 
thing,' toward-- choosing their 
classes," said Abraham. ·"But 
that's changed now. Students are 
more conscious of planning their 
future,'' he said. 
"This system actually cuts 
down on the amount of paper-
work later, like add and drop 
cards. by making sure students-.._ 
have some kind of review of 
their choices early on,'' Abraham 
added. 
N-0-W 
EVES 6:40 & 9:00 
FRIDAY & SATURDAY 
6:00 - 8:20 & 10:40 
SUNOAY6:00 &8:20 
Walk into the incredible 




- '( $~· 
f ~~\\.. N-o:w 
THAU TUE Nov 21 
AT 6:40 & 8:45 
FRIDAY & SA TU RDA Y . 
6:30-8:30-10:30 
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UNH's older students: 
-- -----t-hey·'re -young·-at--h-eart ---- - -- -----Haj>-py 
Thanksgiving 
OLD STUDENTS 
continued from page 4 
many students would benefit by 
taking a few years off before en-
tering college. "If students took 
_a_l_wQ._Qf three year bre~k_ be!: 
ween high school and college, 
maybe they could go into a dif-
ferent part of . me . country, ·· ne 
said. "Such a trip would be a 
tremendous value because it 
would make college more 
meaningful." 
"I wasted about $8,000 at Skid-
more before I figured that one 
out," Eagleson saH1. 
Alan Reihl, a 36-year old 
Theatre and Communication 
major, is one of few older studen-
ts who lives in on-campus 
housing. As a ·first-year resident 
of Marston House, Reihl is ex-
posed -to college ~tudents more 
than most older students. 
"A lot of the younger students 
don't think," Reihl said. "Once 
when I was walking by a dorm I 
was hit by a water balloon. I 
think college students should be 
into something more adult. Here 
the attitude is more serious." 
Reihl, who does not eat in the 
University dining halls, ("I was 
exempt from eating starch") 
moved into the foreign language 
mini-dorms after his apartment 
burned down last May. Because 
of his demanding major, Reihl 
has little spare · lime for 
relaxation and does not par-
ticipate in many dorm-related 
functions. 
"I work in the theatre, do my 
homework, and have a private 
life that I can escape to once or 
twice a .week," he said. "I don't 
really have that much time to 
think about parties." 
Reihl said it's difficult to com-
. municate with many of his 
classmates because of his age. 
"Because I'm older than some of 
my professors," he said, "it's dif-
ficult to relate to some of the 
students in attitudes other than 
big brother or father. As an un-
dergraduate assistant for 
technical theatre, I've been 
called a lot of things. 'Vitlerent' is 
one of the nicer names. I'm a 
hard-ass and I don't fool around." 
Dingle said student reaction to 
his age is usually favorable. 
"I'm the only old man in my 
physical education class," he 
said "and -tl:iey <the other 
students) don't calJ me mister. 
And when I'm walking around 
campus I get a lot of smiles. I 
think a lot of students mistake me 
for a professor and smile because 
they think they might have me 
for a class sometime." 
Eagleson said that her age has 
sepani.ted h~r- _from many stu-
dents. "Most of the students have 
been super," she said, "but 1 1ee1 
closer to professors because I'm 
closer to their age. I guess it 
helps that I don't look any 
older.'' 
Eagleson pays for her tuition 
- . ... ~~*** .. If**-
: 'BROOKS VILLANOVA ~ 
t Lagies Villanora : 
~toge a 
-. .. 
r : Free skate sharpening « ! with purchase of a ~ t Christian hockey stick : 
f Durham Bike : 
: Jenkins Ct. : . .. •. 868-5634 ,. 
,_.***************..vt 
with the help of a grant and a 
student loan. "Even with three 
courses I can't work," she said. 
'.'which is why I have to cash in 
beer bottles to pay for gas money 
to get to school." 
. ' 'We- alfhave fo do our own 
thing," Dingle said. "You might 
as weu accomp11sn what you 
want to do before it's too late." 
from your Durham 
Red Cross 
- ·- -Blood-Progra-m -------- ---
Soo you in Docombor! 
TBB BBST X~CDUNTRY 
SKI P4Cl4DBSIN TDIN 
DISCOUNT PRICES 
X-Country Ski Packages for the novice, inter-
mediate or expert x-country skier from 
people who know x-country skiing. 
Save20%-30% off individual retail prices. 
SKAN Junior Packages start at 
s399s 
Adult Packages start at 
$8995 
OUR -EXCLUSIVE 
Package shown includes: 
• Skan waxless (fiberglass) skis 
• Heierlingieather touring boots Mix 'n match boots and poles 
to personalize your x-country 
• Dovre 3 pin bindings 
• Tonkin poles 
ski package. · Free Mounting and base prep. 
GREAT-BAY 
SKI &SPORTS 1411 
. Route 16 Spaulding Turnpike 
At Former Great Bay Arena 
Newington, NH (603) 431-1394 
Sale prices in effect at MANCHESTER 
SKI & SPORTS MART a11d ken jones 
SKI & SPORTS SHOP 
Discount prices 
. with ro' sho service 
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I cat stats I UNH FOOTBALL SEASON. STATS 
PASS RECEIVING 
Name No. Yds. Avg. TD Long 
Loehle 34 477 14.0 3 54 UNH Record (6-3-1) OPP Attendance 
KICKOFF RETURNS 
Name No. Yds. Avg. TD Long 14 Holycross 19 14,112 Loehle 12 389 32.4 1 90 Moore 26 499 19.2 6 52 36 Central Connecticut 13 5,000 Romano 14 167 11.9 1 22 
Capadona 6 108 18.0 1 72 
Benson 9 185 20.5 0 37 5 Boston University 15 11 ,500 Cappadona 3 50 16.7 0 23 
Delozier 4 58 14.5 0 24 
Benson 4 39 9.8 0 15 
Nocera 3 22 7.3 0 9 
Keougn 2 85 42.5 1 47 
Coleman 2 21 10.5 0 17 
Swiezynski 1 15 15.0 0 15 
21 West Chester 0 6,000 Cameron 3 18 6.0 0 11 25 Connecticut 17 8,650 Pinter 2 25 12.5 0 15 7 Maine 7 8,200 Delozier 1 57 57 0 0 57 10 A rt101l\,.un l n lv1nullonul 7 ~ .oo~ UNHTOTALS 30 724 24.1 1 90 
29 Northeastern 21 6,040 OPPONENTS 38 875 23.0 2 98 14 Rhode Island 19 9,730 
56 Springfield 35 6,100 UNHTOTALS 96 1491 15.5 12 72 
217 TOTALS 153 79,217 OPPONENTS 120 1446 12.1 6 41 
INDIVIDUAL RUSHING 
Name No. Yds. Avg. TD Long 
Coleman 111 421 3.8 4 24 
Delozier 85 386 4.5 1 22 
Nocera 62 302 4. 9 0 30 
Cappadona 79 258 3.3 · 2 21 
Wholley 62 160 2.6 2 68 
Pinter 29 140 4.9 0 15 
Cameron 24 132 5.5 0 35 
Loehle 14 89 6.4 3 42 
Swiezynski 3 9 3.0 0 S 







PAT FG Points 
22-26 1-4 25 
1-1 . 1-4 4 
23-27 2-8 29 













TD X·Pt FG Points 
7 0 0 42 
6 2 0 38 
0 22 1 25 
4 0 0 24 
3 0 0 18 
2 0 0 12 
2 0 0 12 
1 2 0 8 
1 0 0 6 
--·-[)owcr- -----1 -- --o------u- - 6 - ----- - ---------------- ---- UNM--OPP------ -'--
First Downs 169 169 
--···---- -- ---UNK-le-JAl;S---47+ t-899---4.9-1i - 63 - -
Hennessey 1 0 0 6 
Gooden 1 0 0 6 
Keough 1 0 0 6 
Williams 0 1 1 4 
UNH TOTALS 30 27 2 217 
OPPONENTS 21 18 3 153 
INTERCEPTIONS RETURNS 
(By Rushing) 99 78 
(By Passing) 62 71 
(By Penalty) · 8 20- -
Total Plays 667 687 
Total Offense 3390 2669 
Fumbles/Fumbles Lost 39/18 35/13 
Penalties/Yds. Penalized 68/71342/411 
PUNTING 
Name No. Yds. Avg. Long 
Leavitt 51 1789 35.1 54 
UNHTOTALS 51 1789 35.1 54 
OPPONENTS 62 2198 35.5 57 
OPPONENTS 452 1223 2.7 12 27 
Name No. Yds. TD 
PUNT RETURNS McDonnell 4 124 1 
Name No. Yds. Avg. TD Long Gooden 2 81 1 
Loehle 16 81 5.1 0 17 Mucci 2 44 0 
Dowd 2 36 1 
Schrepfer 2 4 0 
Hennessey 1 28 1 
Marchese 1 15 0 
Gaspary 1 7 0 
UNH TOTALS 15 339 4 
OPPONENTS 11 49 0 
INDIVIDUAL PASSING 
Name Att. Com. Int. Yds. TD Pct. 
Wholley 195 95 11 "1485 12 48.7 
Leavitt 1 1 0 6 0 100 
UNHTOTALS 196 96 11 +491 12 49.0 
OPPONENTS 235 120 15 1446 6 51 .0 
Gaspary 6 39 6.5 0 14 
Cappadona 3 33 11 .0 0 27 
McDonnell 1 0 0.0 0 0 
UNHTOTALS 26 153 5.9 0 27 
OPPONENTS 20 67 3.4 0 16 
························~························ .. ···•· 
ATTENTION 
We never met a head--
we didn't like 
The followi~g courses 
were list-ed INCOR-
RE.CTL V as CREDIT/FAIL 
in the Time and Room 
Schedule for Sem. II. 
. . .With apologie~ to Will Rogers, 
the great American humorist. 
The point we're trying to make, 
of course, is that many hair-
cutters only see hair when they 
look at a head. 
At Great "X", we l9ok at the 
who le head as wel I as the hair. 
Wf! .. also I isten to what the head 
says, how he or she pictures him-
self or herself after the haircut . 
Our haircutters are trained to put 
it all together . . . so- ttiat the 
final product is more than just an 
example of expert haircutting .. 
. but a perfect representation of 
who you want to be. 
Every head's a winner, when it 
heads for· ... 
English 521-The Nature Writers 
English 619-Critical ApprCXJches to 
Literature 
Biology 409-Human ReprOOuctive Biology 
P.E. 429A SEC. 1 Special Topics 
Racquet Ball 
Should be 8:00 A.M.-9 :30 AM. T-Th 
REGULAR GRADES WILL BE ASSIGNED!I!! 
........................................................ 
Wildcats still have 
playoff chances 
By Paul Keegan 
Wait a minute. Hold every-
thing. 
The UNH football team still has 
a chance to make the playoffs. 
No, you're not imagining any-
thing. You heard it right. 
The UNH football team still has 
a chance to make the playoffs. 
Granted, its a slim chance, but 
if UConn can upset Rhode Island 
at home tomorrow and UNH can 
knock off UMass in Amherst the 
same day, according to UNH 
Ath1otic Director Andy 
Mooradian, the Div. I-AA playoff 
committee will have a tough 
choice to make between sending 
URiorUNH. 
"There's still a lot of ifs," said 
Mooradian, "but we still have a 
chance. I don't know how the 
committee will look at it, but its 
one of the possibilities." 
Mooradian, a member of the 
committee, said there is almost 
no chance that Massachusetts, 
now 6-3 overall, would go to the 
playoffs with four losses, even 
though it has been assured at 
least a tie for the Conference t'. ~le 
with a 4-0 Conference record. 
If UConn, which upset BU, 27-20 
at home last weekend, can do the 
same to URI, the Rams would fall 
to 7-3 while a UNH victory would 
make the Wildcats 7-3-1. 
At which time the committee 
would have a tough decision to 
make. If UNH is considered for 
one of the playoffs spots, Moora-
dian would remove himself from 
the four-member committee. 
An argument could be made to 
send UMass to the playoffs even 
with four losses because it has 
probably the toughest schedule in 
the Conference. UMass has 
played Villanova, Rutgers, Holy 
Cross and will play Boston 
College on Nov. 25. 
''Surprisingly to me, the feeling 
of other members of the NCAA, 
both in the East and nationally, is 
that if a team schedules teams 
like that, they must feel their 
program should be strong enough 
to play them," said Mooradian. 
Div. I-AA has four playoff 
spots: one in the West, East, 
South, and an at-large pick. With 
teams in the west like Nevada-
Reno (undefeated), Northern Ari-
zona (7-2, last year's Big Sky Con-
ference winner) and Southern 
teams like Jackson State (9-1) 
and Flutidd A&M ~ 7-1} m DIV. 1-
AA, Mooradian said it is unlikely 
that an Eastern team would be 
picked as the at-large team. 
If everything fell into place and 
UNH was picked as the Eastern 
team, the unlikely situation 
would arise with the Conference. 
title winners sitting at home 
while the third-place team 
made the playoffs·.-
"It's different this year, "-said 
Mooradian, ref erring to the new 
NCAA structure which put UNH 
from Div. II to Div. I-AA. "Before 
you had two teams go from the 
East--last year it was. UMass and 
Lehigh. But this year there are 
only 12 teams in the East and is 
as if all the teams are in one big 
league by themselves." 
· Mooradian said Lehigh, last 
year's Div. II champion, is not 
being seriously considered, with 
three losses on its record. 
The semi-final playoff date 
would be December 9, Mooradian 
said. "We wouldn't be the home 
team," Mooradian said. "When 
its that late in the year you gotta 
think about the location of the 
teams.'' 
The finals are scheduled for 
Dec. 16 in Wichita Falls, Texas. 
Mooradian said each playoff 
team will receive $200,000 in tele-
vision revenue for the semi-finals 
and $400,000 for the finals. 
UNH swimmers float 
over Green women 
By Pete Hearne 
The UNH women's swim team 
made it two in a row on Wed-
nesday by defeating powerful 
Dartmouth College, 76-55. The 
Wildcats continued to look 
strong, winning nine of the thir-
teen events on their way to set-
ting five new team records. 
The 200 yard medley relay 
team of Debbie Miller, Sue Her-
skovitz, Margo Boch, and Susie 
Urban broke the record they set 
last week, winning in 1: 56.97. The 
other UNH relay team, the 200 
yard freestyle relay, with Miller, 
Urban, Kathryn Johnson, and 
Lauri Schulte, were just as suc-
cessful, taking their race in 
1: 43. 76, setting both a team and 
Dartmouth pool record. 
Individually, the Wildcats con-
tinued to dominate. Herskovitz 
set a new team and pool record 
with a time of 1: 12.1 io the 100 
yard breaststroke, and also won 
the 50 yard breaststroke. Susan 
Panzik swam "two outstanding 
races " according to swim 
coach Carol Lowe, to win both the 
100 yard butterlfly and the 100 
yard backstroke. Both races 
provided exciting finishes, with 
Panzik just edging out her op-
ponents. 
The other record-breaking 
times were recorded by Johnson, 
with a 1:04.54 in the individual 
medley, and Schulte, swim-
ming the 500 yard freestyle in 
5:26.9. "Lauri did a real good 
job," said Lowe, "and Kathryn 
was outstanding." Urban, who 
swam on both winning relay 
teams, won a race of her own, the 
50 yard freestyle. 
Lowe also was pleased with 
Laura Hayes, who didn't place, 
but swam her best time yet. 
"She's been working very hard," 
Lowe said. 
In the diving, UNH captured 
first and second places in the one-
meter thanks to Bonnie Rentsch 
and Karen Cropanese, respec-
tively. Rentsch also took the 
three-meter competition, 
Cropanese being edged by just 
three points to finish third. 
UNH will travel to Wellesley 
College tomorrow to participate 
in the Wellesley Relays with 
· several other schools from 
around New England. Lowe, 
however is looking ahead to the 
Boston University meet next 
Tuesday. The Wildcats are 
looking for revenge against the 
Terriers, who beat UNH last year 
in the final race. 
SPORTS ON CAMPUS 
There's never been a slower week than this, fans. The fall 
teams are ending their seasons, and the only winter team that has 
gotten underway (women··s swimming) is on the road. So, be-
tween now and the return from Thanksgiving break, there are no 
sports on campus. 
I); I ''.'°' . ' 
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UNH tight end Doug Romano has trouble facing him on both sides during last week's game · 
against Springfield College. The Cats take on arch-rival UMass tomorrow afternoon. 
<Tom Lynch photo) 
UNH sOccer: A difference • in '78 
By Lee Hunsaker 
For the fourth consecutive 
year, the UNH soccer team 
finished with a losing record. 
This year it was 5.!10-1, an im-
provement. thm•gh PvPr so ~light. 
over last year's 3-12. 
But there was a difference this • 
year. One that could well spelf 
a turn around in the once dismaf 
program. 
making some upsets." 
The first upset came in the next 
game when the Wildcats rallied 
on a last minute goal by halfback 
Dave Douglas to defeat Boston 
College, 2-1 in overtime. 
The overtime phenomena was 
one to follow UNH throughout its 
schedule. 
Yet after UNH ran up its record 
to 3-1-1 Oater changed to 4-1 when 
The first is the acquisition of Keene St. was forced to forfeit) 
head coach Bob Kullen and the the good times stopped (or the 
appointment of a full time Wildcats. 
assistant coach, Ted Garber. Connecticut introduced UNH to 
Along with-;g.raduate assistant - ·its-secomtseason, 3-"2 in-overtime. 
Pete Ramsey, this triumverate Kullen referred to the second half 
was able to produce a legitimate as the "meat of the sch.edule." 
Yankee Conference team. Rightfully so. 
~very .coach of opposmg Bridgeport, UVM, Plymouth 
teams, with the exception of State, Middlebury, Babson, URI, 
Boston University's Ron Cer- Dartmouth and UMass proved to 
vasio, has complemented the provide more than UNH could 
Wildcats on their marked advan- handle. One goal more, to be 
cement. exact. 
Keen State's Ron Butcher was The situation was not that UNH 
the first to predict UNH's begin- couldn't play evenly with their 
ning ascent. "They're a vastly opponents, because they could. 
improved squad," he said after "We just lack enough ex-
UNH and Keene State had battled perience," said Garber. "This 
to a 1-1 tie in double overtime. year we can say · that inexperi-
"They play their positions and ence was a big problem; next year 
are a much better passing team we can't. " 
than last year. I can see them The Wildcats will lose no one 
from this year's roster, as every 
senior on the squad - Gordon 
Tuttle, Dick Kiernan, and John 
Vreeland - all have a year of 
eligibility left and are expected to 
return. 
The cause (or UN~rs disap-
pointing second half might be 
found in the record bo'lk under 
"shots for" and "shots a1~ainst." 
The offense just couldi1 't make 
the big play. Forward Mike 
Cloutier, who had five goals and 
two assists in the first five 
games, finished the season with 
seven goals and four assists. 
But it wasn't enough. 
Injuries crept up on UNH for- . 
cing Kullen to go to the bench for 
several games. -
After __ trudging through six . 
straight losses, the Wildcats 
finally rallied behind netminder 
Tuttle ( 1.6 goals against) and tied 
nationally ranked Dartmouth o-o 
in overtime. 
The tie seemed more like a.win 
for UNH, and well it could have 
·been. The Wildcats played every 
game this year as underdogs and 
performed well. 
The question which must be an-
swered is, after a successful 
recruiting season which Garber 
is finishing off now, how .Jong will 
UNH remain the underdogs? 
Football SPORT SHORTS 
FOOTBALL 
continued from page 20 
touchdown in the Minutemen's 
17-10 victory over the Huskies. 
Taking stock 0£ UMass' defense, 
Bowes intends to rely on a UNH 
passing attack, led by quarterback 
Steve Wholley. "No one has been 
able to line up and run at them," 
Bowes said. "Lately, Steve has 
thrown well, and he's turned our 
passing game into a real threat. 
In order to win, Steve is going 
to have to have a good game." 
Neely out for year 
A stress fracture of the kneecap has sidelined UNH's freshman 
basketball forward Bob Neely. Neely is likely to miss the entire 
season, which gets under way next weekend in Providence at 
Brown University's Tap-Off tournament. 
Neely, a highly recruited native of Willow Grove, Pa., was 
counted on as a starting forward for the Wildcats, according to 
head coach Gerry Friel. "We will really mis~ -him," said Friel. 
"He was our best defensive player and an excellent rebounder." 
All-star hooters nained 
With the return of Hamilton, 
Pickett thinks the Cats will be at 
top form for tomorrow's game. UNH soccer players Mike Cloutier, Said Miremadi and Gordie-
"1 expect they'll rely on things Tuttle have been selected to play in the New England college all-
they 've done all season long," star game Sunday at Eastern Connecticut State College. 
he said. "They run very well, Tuttle is a veteran of all star competition, having played in last 
and throw extremely well." year's game. 
"What we had last year and Junior forwards Cloutier and Miremadi led the Wildcats in 
e.arlier this ye.ar is not important,n scoring this year. Cloutier was tops with seven goals and four 
Pickett concluded. "We're playing · assists, while Miremadi netted three goals on the season. Tri-
good football, and we're prcud captain Tuttle, who has another year of eligibility, had a 1.6 
of this team. I think it's going to . ~o~l_s .a~a!ns.t ~v~~~~e f~~ ~h~ season. 
beagoodgame:· ···· ···· ··· ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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Again, The Game to decide YC title 
Cats, UMass meet tomorrow 
By Tom Lynch 
For the past four years, its 
been THE GAME. Now, through 
a mixture of injuries, bad luck 
upsets, it's been downgraded to 
The Game. " 
For UNH, its football game with 
the University of Massachusetts 
tomorrow (1 p.m. in Amherst) 
does not mean a Yankee Conference 
championship. It does not mean a . 
share of one. What is at stake is 
an outside shot at the NCAA 
playoffs. 
you get that importance attached 
to the game, it becomes a big 
rivalry. 
"UMass is our biggest rival," 
Bowes said. "I don't know if they 
look at us that way." 
The historical rivalry is not 
important to the Minutemen, if 
Pickett's comments are a true 
indication. "It's the biggest game 
of the year for us because it's 
the next one on our schedule,'' 
he said. "It's not the climax of 
our year, because we'll still have 
two games left. Unless, of course 
we win the championship." 
out of the conference title chase, 
but failed. Should the Cats defeat 
UMass, and Rhode Island beat 
Connecticut, UMass and URI will 
share the Yankee 'Conference 
championship. 
Bowes doesn't expect the Minutf'-
men to present any major depar-
tures from last year's - game. 
"They're equally as good as last 
year, :: he said. "I couldn't say 
they are any better, but they're 
just as good." 
UMass, on the other hand, has 
both the conference title and the 
playoffs on the line. "We're 
· extremely enthused about this 
game " said first-year UMass coach 
Bob 'Pickett, "because we're 
playing for tho outright ch!lmp-
ionship.'' 
Pickett said his team doesn't 
want to settle for a tie. "Winning 
the title is not a novelty to us,'.' 
he said. "We know what it's 
like to win it, and we want to win 
The UNH injury picture is a bit 
brighter for a change, as guard 
Phil Hamilton, out for several 
weeks with a knee injury, should 
return to tho lineup. Lincbackcro 
Terry Schrepfer (knee) and Mike 
Hennessey (ankle) are both listed 
as probable. Defensive tackle Ed 
DiAntonio is questionable, and Tom 
Vasta, also a defensive tackle, is 
out. 
He said aside from a few 
offensive modifications, "they do 
a lot of things the same." The 
Minutemen's strong point is their 
running attack, led by halfback 
Dennis Dent with 776 yards on the 
season. "If there is one guy their 
opponents rear, It ·s Dem, .. Buwe:s 
said. "Last week they used him 
almost exclusively and he had 
over 200 yards rushing. " 
it outright. " · · 
Regardless of what's at stake, 
UNH head coach Bill ~owes feels 
that the Wildcats have maintained 
the traditional enthusiasm about 
playing UMass. "We're looking at 
it as the biggest game of the year," 
'he said. "To every kid we have 
now, the last game against Umass 
has always meant the title. When 
According to Bowes, co-captain 
linebacker Mike Marchese, who 
missed all but portions of two 
games this year with a variety 
of injuries, should return next 
season. 
For the second time this year, 
UNH is cast in the role of spoiler. 
Two weeks ago, the Cats had the 
chance to knock Rhode Island 
UMass quarterback Mike 
McEvilly "is not a real threat to 
pass," according to Bowes. Mc-
Evilly's forte is his ability to 
scramble. 
"He comes up with the big play," 
said Bowes. "He'll complete third-
and-fifteen but miss on first~and-ten. 
He's still a key for them . He was 
th~ diff er~nce against UConn. " 
McEvilly scrambled for the winning 
FOOTBALL, page 1. 9 
UNH's Frank Barth has an easy target as he prepares for a .backhander during Tuesday's 7-3 
exhibition win over Norwich. It was the eighth time in as many tries that UNH has beaten the 
Cadets. <George Newton photo) · 
------morning line------
Tom Paul Lee Gerry Dana 
Lynch Keegan Hunsaker Miles Jennings 
New Hampshire 
at Massachusetts Mass by 7 Mas.s by 10 Mass by 14 NHby7 NH by .4 
Rhode. Island 
at Connecticut RI by3 RI by 10 Conn by 3 RI by 7 RI by6 
Maine 
at Northeastern NUby 3 NU by 14 NU by4 NU by _10 NUby 6 
' 
Bucknell 
' Bud' by 14 BUby8 at Boston University Buck by 7 Buck by 7 Buck by 7 
Prir1ceton 
D'art by 17 Dart by 15 at Dartmouth Dart by JO Pl'in by 3 Dart by 10 
' 
Yale 
at Harvard Har by 3 Har by 4 Har b_v 3 Yule by 14 Yale h.v 10 
' 
Brown 
at Columbia Brown by.14 Col by 1 Brown by IO Brown by l• Brown by 20 
Syracuse . 
Syr by 7 BC by6 BC by 7 Syr by JO Sy r by 3 at Boston College 
Last Week. 6-2 •1 ·4 5-3 7-1 7-1 
Season: 49-27 ,4 . . 662 lf8-26 4. .64R 47 -27-'1 .6.'Vi 51 :;2 11. 70°'2 52 -:!:! -·1, . 70 .'>. 
. 
' 
Wildcat tailback Bill Coleman struggles for a little extra yard-
age while a Springfield defender tries to hold him back in 
action last week. The Yankee Conference title is again at stake 
tomorrow as UNH travels to UMass for the latest renewal of 
The Game. <Tom Lynch photo) 
the new hampshire 
:sports 
Icemen down Norwich 
to keep up dominance 
By Lee Hunsaker 
In typical fashion, the UNH 
hockey Wildcats rolled through 
another exhibition game, de-
feating Norwich University 
Tuesday, 7-3. 
Tomorrow night, UNH will face 
a tougher opponent, Salem State, 
when they host the Vikings at 
7: ~o . Admission is $1.50. 
On the basis of past results, 
Tuesday's encounter with the 
Cadets was decided even before 
the game began. In eight years of 
pre-season play with Norwich, 
UNH has yet to lose. Though the 
score was relatively low, it was 
not indicative of UNH's domina-
- tion of play. 
The Wildcats got on the board 
early as forwards Bruce Crowder 
and- Dana Barbin pumped shots 
home past Norwich goalie Al 
Turgeon in quick succession. 
'l;'urgeon split the E!oaltending 
duh es wnn !(1cu nruu'.l\;:~1, ica v 1115 
the game midway through the 
second period with 13 saves 
against four goals. 
Brooks made 17 saves in his 
half, allowing three goals. 
At the other end of the rink, 
UNH goalie Greg Moffett, playing 
in his second consecutive game, 
kept busy making 19 stops. 
Moffett's performance came in 
spurts throughout the contest, as 
Norwich was unable to mount a 
consistent attack on-the UNH net. 
" I was surprised they didn 't do 
better," said Moffett after the 
game. "They split a couple of 
tJgames with UVM." 
· Though the Cats -controlled the 
game throughout, UNH coach 
Charlie Holt saw some areas of 
key importance that will need 
mending before the Salem St. 
game. 
' 'A good forechecking team 
would have had us in trouble," he 
said, ref erring to UNH's trouble 
in moving the puck out of its 
own zone. 
"The goaltendimL aE!ain. was 
excellent, but our forwards were 
not passing as well as ttiey could 
have," he said. 
Had the puck bounced the right 
way, UNH might have pocketed 
another five goals. 
"I could have had -four to-
night," moaned forward John 
Normand later. "Dana set me up 
a couple of times. But once we get 
going, we won't miss too many. " 
Norwich surprised the sparse 
crowd when Ken Cull brought the 
Cadets to within one goal at 2-1 in 
the first period. Frank Roy put an 
end to the struggle by whipping 
in two goals in fifteen seconds, 
the first at 18:50 of the period. 
.Wildcat Ed Olsen and 
Norwich 's Greg McManus traded 
goals in the second and Frank 
Barth and Bob Gould sandwiched 
goals around Jay Rice's tally for 
the Cadets in the third to round 
out the scoring. 
UNH fans received a scare at 
the beginning of the third when 
Gould took a nasty spill into the 
boards and layed slumped there 
until trainers could get to him. 
"I just tripped," said Gould 
· later, "And hit my back in the 
boards. It 's nothing serious--! 
hurt it at Bowling Green." After 
the accident, Gould saw spot 
action in the third, being spelled 
by freshman Stephen Stone. 
